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NEI 99-02 Appendices F & G
Summary of Changes Incorporated into 9/27/05 Final Draft

Pa e Change Summary Change Impact to Basis Document
Fl-F2 Removed examples from the text as they no longer None

are valid exampled due to other changes made in the
guidance,

F2 Added section on how to define system boundaries Review system boundaries for this type of system.
for systems that have unit to unit cross-tie capability.

F3 Bullet added for new section on segments that cannot None
be removed from service.

F4 Added a section on trains or segments that cannot be Review systems for segments that may be removed from UA
removed from service. Monitoring segments of monitoring.
systems that cannot be removed from service would
result in a non-conservative UAI calculation. They
would never show planned or unplanned
unavailability, but would be considered to have a
baseline value. With the potential large importance
associated with equipment that causes a plant trip, a
large ncgative UAI value could unintentionally be
calculated.

F5 Added additional guidance to definition of Planned None
Maintenance to explain that it is set to a minimum
value equal to the baseline value for calculation
purposes.

F5 Clarified definitions for planned and unplanned None
maintenance based of feedback from the industry,

F6-F7 Clarified language, added operational alignments in None
several places.

F8 Wording changed to put the emphasis on the need to None
change the baseline if maintenance practices change.
Also to review prior to implementation.
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NEI 99-02 Appendices F & G
Summary of Changes Incorporated into 9/27/05 Final Draft

Page Change Summary Change Impact to Basis Document
F8 Delete the 25% criteria used to require a change to None

the planned unavailability baseline. The 25% change
criteria for planned unavailability cannot be
implemented because some trains have a baseline of
zero or near zero planned unavailability. Thus the
smallest absolute changes result in large percentage
changes. Since there is no longer any benefit from
actual values of planned maintenance being less that
the baseline, this should have no impact to the
calculation.

F I I Added additional guidance on what event to use of Review events used to define FV/UA maximum value and
the FV/UA ratio, use T&M events and those demand remove fail to run events.
events that are logically equivalent. Also added
guidance to remove fail to run basic events from the
set of events used to determine the
UNAVAILABILITY Birnbaum.

F I I Added a section on the treatment of modeling Review any treatment of PRA modeling asymmetries.
asymmetries for the UAI calculation. Many questions
have been asked on this issue. It became a larger
issue with the cooling water systems.

F 12 - F 1 3 Added an additional method used to calculate the If the cooling water systems have little margin, then there is
cooling water system correction factor for the potential to recalculate the correction factor.
UNAVAILABILITY. This method is less
conservative than the original method.

F 16 Added clarification on using PRA analyses None
performed to document system success criteria.

F 17 Added the ability to exclude breakers from the scope Option to revise MSPI equipment monitored for failures.
of unreliability monitoring based on Birnbaum
values.
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NEI 99-02 Appendices F & G
Summary of Changes Incorporated into 9/27/05 Final Draft

Page Change Summary Change Impact to Basis Document
F18 Clarified the component boundary scope for the EDG Review current EDG system and component definitions. If

component to include cooling water isolation valves. cooling water isolation valves are monitored separately from
the EDG, then remove them from separate monitoring and
include them within the scope of the EDG component.

F19 Added qualifier on run hours and demand estimates. None
'use best judgment" to split operational and test
demand and run time data.

F20 Clarified that the 25% criteria for changes in the None
number of demands or run hours applies to the total
for a group of components not an individual
component to avoid unnecessary revisions to the
basis document. This is justified because the data is
pooled anyway.

F21 -F22 Revised the section on discovered conditions to None
address the question of annunciated failures and
clarify the treatment of different failure modes.

F24 - F26 Revised URI formulation to allow the use of different Some plants will have to implement this to remove the
Birnbaum values for each failure mode for a current conservatism in the methodology.
component.

F26 Added a section on treatment of model asymmetries Review treatment of PRA model asymmetries.
for URI calculation to address many questions.

F26 - F27 Revised the method used to calculate the cooling May require use of the new method for cooling water systems
water system correction factor for with little margin to the green-wvhite threshold.
UNRELIABILITY. Added in the more accurate
method proposed by Don Wakefield.

F28 Added a warning to apply cooling water corrections None
prior to doing the common cause correction.

F29 Added clarification on which generic Common Cause Review the current generic Common Cause Adjustment
Adjustment factor to use for the EDGs factor used for EDGs.
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NEI 99-02 Appendices F & G
Summary of Changes Incorporated into 9/27/05 Final Draft

Page Change Summary Change Impact to Basis Document
F29 - F32 Table 3 - added normally running or alfernaling. None

Added breaker generic common cause.
F33 Added guidance that for cooling water systems the Review current method used,

common cause FV values for the common cause
correction should only include the mitigation
contribution.

F34 Added clarification to be sure Birnbaum values used None
for excluding components included common cause
correction.

F35 - F36 Section 2.3.4 completely rewritten to implement Plants with little cooing water system margin to the green-
Birnbaum importance for each failure mode. white threshold will need to implement the revised methods.

F43 - F44 BRW RHR definition is redefined to exclude LPI Affects BWR scope definition.
function and shutdown cooling. Suppression Pool
Cooling is the monitored function.

F47 Cooling water systems definition is revised to ensure None,
the focus is on technical specification systems, not
non-safety related systems that may supply cooling
under normal conditions.

G I Lines 39-41 re-enforced requirement to document None
success criteria if different from design basis

G2 - G3 Section H.2 - expanded guidance on how to Requires additional documentation IF the alternate option is
document the choice allowed in Appendix f for FV used.
and UR. Refers to Table 2 and 3 for example

G3 Changed Table 3 to Table 4 on line 21. None
G5 Changed Table 4 to Table 5 on line 12 None
G6 Table I - Changed column headings to be consistent Change heading in Basis Document table

with the terminology used in Appendix F and CDE
G6 Table 2 - Added new Table 2 as an example of Include modified Table 2 in Basis Document

documenting component PRA data
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NEI 99-02 Appendices F & G
Summary of Changes Incorporated into 9/27/05 Final Draft

Page Change Summary Change Impact to Basis Document
G7 Table 3 - Changed from Table 2 to Table 3. Change heading in Basis Document table

Changed column headings to be consistent with the
terminology used in Appendix F and CDE. Added
Note I to table

G7 Table 4 - Changed from Table 3 to Table 4. Change heading in Basis Document table
G8 - G 10 Table 5 - Changed from Table 4 to Table 5 Change heading in Basis Document table
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1 APPEND)IX F

2

3 EIETIIODOLOGIIS FOR COMIPUTING TIIE UNAVAILABILITY INDEX, TIIE
4 UNRELIABILITY INDEX AND CONIPONENT PERFORMANCE LIMITS

5 This appendix provides the details of three calculations: the System Unavailability Index, the
6 System Unreliability Index, and component performance limits.

7

8 1. System Unav.ailabilitv Index (UAI) Due to Train Unavailability

9 Unavailability is monitored at the train level for the purpose of calculating UAI. The process for
10 calculation of the System Unavailability Index has three major steps:

11 * Identification of system trains

12 * Collection of plant data

13 * Calculation of UAI

14 The first of these steps is performed for the initial setup of the index calculation (and if there arc
15 significant changes to plant configuration). The second step has some parts that are performed
16 initially and then only performed again when a revision to the plant specific PRA is made or
17 changes are made to the normal preventive maintenance practices. Other parts of tlhe calculation
18 are performed periodically to obtain the data elements reported to the NRC. This section
19 provides the detailed guidance for the calculation of UAI.

20 1.1. Identification of System Trains
21 The identification of system trains is accomplished in two steps:

22 * Determine the system boundaries

23 * Identify the trains within the system

24 Theuse of simplified P&lDs can be used to document the results of this step and will also
25 facilitate the completion of the directions in section 2.1.1 later in this document.

26 1.1.1. System Boundaries

27 The first step in the identification of system trains is to define the system boundaries.
28 Include all components that arc required to satisfy those functions in section 5 of this
29 appendix that have been determined to be risk-significant functions per NUMARC 93-01.

30 If none of the functions listed in section five for a system are determined to be risk
31 significant, then:

32 * If only one function is listed for a system then this function must be monitored
33 (for example, CE NSSS designs use the Containment Spray system for'RI-IR but
34 this system is redundant to the containment coolers and may not be risk
35 significant. It would be monitored.)

36 * If multiple functions are listed for a system, then monitor the most risk significant
37 | onc.44-EPo mpIe431e h4 ea1enakyeFw 4is{94hefiefiensAf
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1 |e -!+ t ±ms~ -- t*e~ the {ti-,i t-
2 | detmtiuheje-b1+4--sii m Pk~mi-eof-±lvath ae-.) Use the Birnbaum
3 Importance values to determine which function is most important.

4 For fluid systems the boundary should extend from the water source (e.g., tanks. sumps,
5 etc.) to the injection point (e.g., RCS, Steam Generators). For example, high-pressure
6 injection may have both an injection mode with suction from the refueling water storage
7 tank and a recirculation mode with suction from the containment sump. For Emergency
8 AC systems, the system consists of all class I E generators at the station.

9 Additional system specific guidance on system boundaries can be found in section 5
10 titled "Additional Guidance for Specific Systems" at the end of this appendix.

11 Some common conditions that may occur are discussed below.

12 System Interface Boundaries

13 For water connections from systems that provide cooling water to a n component in
14 a monitored system, the final connecting valve is included in the boundary of the
15 frontline system rather than the cooling water system. For example, for service water that
16 provides cooling to support an AFW pump, only the final valve in the service water
17 system that supplies the cooling water to the AFW system is included in the AFW system
18 scope. This same valve is not included in the cooling water support system scope. The
19 equivalent valve in the return path, if present, will also be included in the frontline system
20 boundary.

21 Water Sources and Inventory

22 Water tanks are not considered to be monitored components. As such, they do not
23 contribute to URI. However, periods of insufficient water inventory contribute to UAI if
24 they result in loss of the risk-significant train function for the required mission time. If
25 additional water sources are required to satisfy train mission times, only the connecting
26 active valve from the additional water source is considered as a monitored component for
27 calculating UAL. If there are valves in the primary water source that must change state to
28 permit use of the additional water source, these valves are considered monitored and
29 should be included in UAI for the system.

30 Uinit CroSs-Tic Canabilitv

31 At multiple unit sitcs cross tics between systems frelucntlv exist bct\vccn units. For
32 example at a two unit site. the Unit I Emc-rcncy I)icscl Generators may be able to be
33 connected to the Unit 2 electrical bus through cross tic breakers. In this case thC Unit 1
34 EAC s\vslem boundar\ would end at the cross tie brcak'er in Unit I that is closcd to
35 establish the cross-tic. The simillar breaker in U init 2 would bc the system boundFarl-y for

36 the Un it 2 l-AC svstcem. Simidarly. for nuild svStclls msil tithe u sstelm boundarIy, \Ould eiid
37 at the valec that s OpIenc( to establish the cro-sS-1tC.

38 Common Components

39 Some components in a system may be common to more than one system, in which case
40 the unavailability of a common component is included in all affected systems. (4-for
41 *
42 Hh .A4 *ec-St sCem-)
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1 1.1.2. Identification of Trains w^ilitin the Systemi

2 Each monitored system shall then be divided into trains to facilitate the monitoring of
3 unavailability.

4 A irain consists of a group of components that together provide the risk significant
5 functions of the system described in the "additional guidance for specific mitigating
6 systems". The number of trains in a system is generally determined as follows:

7 * For systems that provide cooling of fluids, the number of trains is determined by the
8 number of parallel heat exchangers, or the number of parallel pumps, or the minimum
9 number of parallel flow paths, whichever is fewer.

10 * For emergency AC power systems the number of trains is the number of class I E
11 emergency (diesel, gas turbine, or hydroelectric) generators at the station that are
12 installed to power shutdown loads in the event of a loss of off-site power. (For
13 example, this does not include the diesel generator dedicated to the-BWR IIPCS
14 system, which is included in the scope of the IIPCS system.)

15 Some components or flow paths may be included in the scope of more than one train. For
16 example, one set of flow regulating valves and isolation valves in a three-pump, two-
17 steam generator system are included in the mnotor-driven pump train with which they are
18 electrically associated, but they are also included (along with the redundant set of valves)
19 in the turbine-driven pump train. In these instances, the effects of unavailability of the
20 valves should be reported in all affected trains. Similarly, when two trains provide flow
21 to a common header, the effect of isolation or flow regulating valve failures in paths
22 connected to the header should be considered in both trains.

23 Additional system specific guidance on train definition can be found in section 5 titled
24 "Additional Guidance for Specific Systems" at the end of this appendix.

25 Additional guidance is provided below for the following specific circumstances that are
26 commonly encountered:

27 * Cooling Water Support System Trains

28 * Swing Trains and Components Shared Between Units

29 * Maintenance Trains and Installed Spares

30 | * Trains or Segmcents that Cannot Be Removed from Service.

31 Cooling Water Support Systems and Trains

32 The cooling water function is typically accomplished by multiple systems, such as
33 service water and component cooling water. A separate value for UAI will be calculated
34 for each of the systems in this indicator and then they will be added together to calculate
35 an overall UAI value.

36 In addition, cooling water systems are frequently not configured in discrete trains. In this
37 case, the system should be divided into logical segments and each segment treated as a
38 train. This approach is also valid for other fluid systems that are not configured in
39 obvious trains. The way these functions are modeled in the plant-specific PRA will
40 determine a logical approach for train determination. For example, if the PRA modeled
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1 separate pump and line segments (such as suction and discharge headers). then the
2 number of pumps and line segments would be the number of trains.

3 Unit Swaing trains and components shared between units

4 Swing trains/components are trains/components that can be aligned to any unit. To be
5 credited as such, their swing capability must be modeled in the PRA to provide an
6 appropriate Fussell-Vesely value.

7 Maintenance Trains and Installed Spares

8 Some power plants have systems with extra trains to allow preventive maintenance to be
9 carried out with the unit at power without impacting the risk-significant function of the

10 system. That is, one of the remaining trains may fail, but the system can still perform its
11 risk significant function. To be a maintenance train, a train must not be needed to
12 perform the system's risk significant function.

13 An "installed spare" is a component (or set of components) that is used as a replacement
14 for other equipment to allow for the removal of equipment from service for preventive or
15 corrective maintenance without impacting the number of trains available to achieve the
16 risk-significant function of the system. To be an "installed spare," a component must not
17 be needed for any train of the system to perform the risk significant function. A typical
18 installed spare configuration is a two train system with a third pump that can be aligned
19 to either train (both from a power and flow perspective), but is normally not aligned and
20 when it is not aligned receives no auto start signal. In a two train system where each train
21 has two 100% capacity pumps that are both normally aligned, the pumps are not
22 considered installed spares, but are redundant components within that train.

23 Unavailability of an installed spare is not monitored. Trains in a system with an installed
24 spare are not considered to be unavailable when the installed spare is aligned to that train.
25 In the example above, a train would be considered to be unavailable if neither the nonnal
26 component nor the spare component is aligned to the train.

27 Trains or Scgments that Cannot Be Remioved from Service

28 In some normally operating systemns (C.g. Cooling Water Systcms), there ma\ cxist trains
29 or seeLments of the system that cannot physically be removed from cen\ ice wdhile the plant
30 is operating at powCr. These should be documented in the Basis 1)ocnuent and not
31 includeC(d in unavailability monitorino.
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I ]1.2.Collection of Plant Data

2 Plant data for the UAI portion of the index includes:

3 * Actual train total unavailability (planned and unplanned) data for the most recent 12
4 quarter period collected on a quarterly basis,

5 * Plant specific baseline planned unavailability, and

6 * Generic baseline unplanned unavailability.

7 EIach of these data inputs to UAI will be discussed in the following sections.

S 1.2.1. Actual Train Unavailability

9 The Consolidated Data Entry (CDE) inputs for this parameter are Train Planned
10 Unavailable }-ours and Train Unplanned Unavailable Hours. Critical hours are derived
1I from reactor startup and shutdown occurrences. The actual calculation of Train

12 Unavailability is performed by CDE.

13 Train Unavailability: Train unavailability is the ratio of the hours the train was
14 unavailable to perform its risk-significant functions due to planned or unplanned
15 maintenance or test during the previous 12 quarters while critical to the number of critical
1 6 hours during the previous 12 quarters.

17 Train unavailable hours: The hours the train was not able to perform its risk significant
18 function while critical. Fault exposure hours are not included; unavailable hours are
19 counted only for the lime required to recover the train's risk-significant functions.
20 Unavailability must be by train; do not use average unavailability for each train because
21 trains may have unequal risk weights.

22 Planned unavailable I~oms: These hours include time a train or segment is removed from
23 service for a reason other than equipment failure or human error. Examples of activities
24 included in planned unavailable hours arc preventive maintenance, testing, equipment
25 modification. or aiv other lime equipment is electiv ely removed from service to correct a
26 degraded condition that had not resulted in loss of function. Based on the plant history of
27 previous three years. planned baseline hours for functional equipment that is electively
28 removed from service but could not be planned in advance can be estimated and the basis
29 documented. When used in the calculation of UAL. if the planned unavailable hours are
30 less than the baseline planned unavailable hours. the planned unavailable hours w"ill be
31 set equal to the baseline value.

32 1waneCt titifvaihiblec hours: These- heo -inelude4ime4tlie a efserf icer
33 fimtaintet-tanee.. es in-ee~pment-ediit-iez-er- of- anyditer4i iee pt-4isleeicveb
34 removedren-se4Pe e cii lannedin-,idvanee. 'Xhe-nused4"le
35 ealettlationa-ofUA-. hifhe-tplaiied-unal ailablehouirs-are4ess1liante-besbaselineanned
36 be s calue-

37 Unplannedl uiavailable hours: These hours include CeefrftesiVe-ma ienaftnee-e4fimeF
38 elapsed time betwveen the discovery and the restoration to service of an equipment failure
39 or human error (such as a misalignimcnt) that makes the train unavailable. Unavailable
40 hours to correct discovered conditions that render a monitored component incapable of
41 performing its risk-significanit function are counted as unplanned unavailable hours. An
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1 C.NampliC of this is ;i colnd(itioll di '-oN r erl\ T1in operaltor on rounds. such as ain ob ious oil
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3 ifailuIrC 'CtIull oC llieC(i. L 113 a i \ it\i IJ to mI-i> lpositio)ning ' fcompoleln Its th It
4 reCnlders a train incapahle al pnf trin it i >ki->i n cant lnctiolns is Included iII
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6 +*tP1'C oJk-4tn-1- -Autiftk -i' - mtt i e-nme- -me--or
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10 p4+}li-0t-s-P4--sriu <a* m fttt~ httttt ic ionf-noit ot -ii~t 1w-a+t-Se +n1 t) la'nit~l -otv-i-i*k.- e-o-itts ---A*

12 -en&-k- thfIi'0§Ul -t-essa - i-ll- Pie e0-ft-iiptii-Cftt- he-ii4- +1011-- tuict-it-tit-ii4 -ce-n-Pi ritlttilt-hq-nfo- ? li-md--o
13 Pi kwen-a- t-uTlh---o-c-urre.- 1m- ??ilhoti-iih4nttt- Po to -i ?n-S-t+ispnmion- it-n.?-t e Rojoero-P-Cthata
14 fe'-l ( v jfaffnle-akti4e-+r ol -4in--fii 0--~;Fv} Pk-sic- Pof~fun etP+A&s-4neitt-t4+
15 thd-±*3rar.--ftw-th 0-m-retijior -to-rew-imeA C rn4i0-s±erfi-Rtii an4uAOn

16 Additional guidance on the followving topics for counting train unavailable hours is

17 provided below.

18 * Short Duration U~navailability

19 * Credit for Operator Recovery Actions to Restore the Risk-Significant Function

20 Short Duration Unavailability

21 Trains are generally considered to be available during periodic system or equipment
22 realignments to swap components or flow paths as part of normal operations. Evolutions
23 or surveillance tests that result in less than ] 5 minutes of unavailable hours per train at a
24 time need not be counted as unavailable hours. Licensees should compile a list of
25 surveillances or evolutions that meet this criterion and have it available for inspector
26 review. The intent is to minimize unnecessary burden of data collection, documentation,
27 and verification because these short durations have insignificant risk impact

28 Credit for Operator Recovery Actions to Restore the Risk-Significant Functions

29 l1. During testing or operational alignm77ent:

30 Unavailability of a risk-significant function during testing or operational alignment need
31 | not be included if the test or operational alignmenclt configuration is automatically
32 overridden by a valid starting signal, or the function can be promptly r estored either by an
33 operator in the control room or by a designated operator1 stationed locally for that
34 purpose. Restoration actions must be contained in a written procedure , must be
35 uncomplicated (a single action or a few simple actions), must be capable of being
36 restored in time to satisfy PRA success criteria and must not require diagnosis or repair.
37 C redit for a designated local operator can be taken only if (s)he is positioned at the proper

I Operator in this circumstance refers to any plant personnel qualified and designated to perform
the restoration function.

2 Including restoration steps in an approved test procedure.
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1 | location throughout the duration of the test or operational alignment for the purpose of
2 restoration of the train should a valid demand occur. The intent of this paragraph is to
3 allow licensees to take credit for restoration actions that are virtually certain to be
4 successftul (i.e., probability nearly equal to 1) during accident conditions.

5 The individual performing the restoration function can be the person conducting the test
6 | or operational alignment and must be in communication with the control room. Credit
7 can also be taken for an operator in the main control room provided (s)he is in close

proximity to restore the equipment when needed. Normal staffing for the test or
9 | operational alignment may satisfy the requirement for a dedicated operator, depending on

10 work assignments. In all cases, the staffing must be considered in advance and an
11 operator identified to perform the restoration actions independent of other control room
12 actions that may be required.

13 Under stressful, chaotic conditions, otherwise simple multiple actions may not be
14 accomplished with the virtual certainty called for by the guidance (e.g., lifting test leads
15 and landing wvires; or clearing tags). In addition, some manual operations of systems
16 designed to operate automatically, such as manually controlling 'IIPCI turbine to establish
17 and control injection flow, are not virtually certain to be successful. These situations
18 should be resolved on a case-by-case basis through the FAQ process.

19 2. During Maintenance

20 Unavailability of a risk-significant function during maintenance need not be included if
21 the risk-significant function can be promptly resiored either by an operator in the control
22 room or by a designated operator? stationed locally for that purpose. Restoration actions
23 must be contained in an approved procedure, must be uncomplicated (a single action or a
24 fel simple actions), must be capable of being restored in time to satisfy PRA success
25 criteria and must not require diagnosis or repair. Credit for a designated local operator
26 can be taken only if (s)he is positioned at a proper location throughout the duration of the
27 maintenance activity for the purpose of restoiation of the train should a valid demand
28 occur. The intent of this paragraph is to allow licensees to take credit for restoration of
29 risk-significant functions that are virtually certain to be successful (i.e., probability nearly
30 equal to 1).

31 The individual performing the restoration function can be the person performing the
32 maintenance and must be in communication with the control room. Credit can also be
33 taken for an operator in the main 'control room provided (s)he is in close proximity to
34 restore the equipment when needed. Normal 'staffing for the maintenance activity may
35 satisfy the requirement for a dedicated operator, depending on work assignments. In all
36 cases, the staffing must be considered in advance and an operator identified to perform
37 the restoration actions independent of other control room actions that may be required.

38 Under stressful chaotic conditions othervise simple multiple actions may not be
39 accomplished with the virtual certainty called for by the guidance (e.g., lifting test leads

3 Operator in this circumstance refers to any plant personnel qualified and designated to perform the
restoration function.
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1 and landing wires. or clearing tags). These situations should be resolved on a case-by-
2 case basis through the FAQ process.

3 3. Durin7g degra(,dZouled condiition7s

4 No credit is allowed for operator actions during degraded conditions that render the train
5 unavailable to perform its risk-significant functions.

6 1.2.2. Plant Specific Baseline Planned Unavailability

7 The initial baseline planned unavailability is based on actual plant-specific values for the
8 period 2002 through 2004. (Plant specific values of the most recent data are used so that
9 the indicator accurately reflects deviation from expected planned maintenance.) These

10 values are expected to r a* V4sn+Yischanlg if the plant maintenance philosophy is
11 substantially changed with respect to on-line maintenance or preventive maintenance. In
12 these cases, the planned unavailability baseline value should be adjusted to reflect the
13 current maintenance practices. including low frequency maintenance evolutions. A
14 reviC" of aln\ changes ma(le in 2005 should be performcd prior to initial implemcnation.

15 Some significant maintenance evolutions, such as EDG overhauls, are performed at an
16 interval greater than the three year monitoring period (5 or 1 0 year intervals). The
17 baseline planned unavailability should be revised as necessary during the quarter prior to
18 the planned maintenance evolution and then removed after twelve quarters. A comment
19 should be placed in the comment field of the quarterly report to identify a substantial
20 change in planned unavailability. The baseline value of planned unavailability is changed
21 at the discretion of the licensee.-e-eept that it shalI be chnedHhen ehaiges il
22 it than a -5% Chang 1-1the-baseline planned
23 unieavilab.iiy. Revised values will be used in the calculation the quarter following their
24 update.

25 To determine the initial value of planned unavailability:

26 1) Record the total train unavailable hours reported under the Reactor Oversight Process
27 for 2002-2004.

28 2) Subtract any fault exposure hours still included in the 2002-2004 period.

29 3) Subtract unplanned unavailable hours.

30 4) Add any on-line overhaul hours4 and any other planned unavailability previously
31 excluded under SSU in accordance with NEI 99-02, but not excluded under the
32 MSPI. Short duration unavailability, for example, would not be added back in
33 because it is excluded under both SSU and MSPI.

34 5) Add any planned unavailable hours for functions monitored under MSPI which were
35 not monitored under SSU in NEI 99-02.

36 6) Subtract any unavailable hours reported when the reactor was not critical.

37 7) Subtract hours cascaded onto monitored systems by support systems. (However, do
38 not subtract any hours already subtracted in the above steps.)

4Note: The plant-specific PROM should model significant on-line overhaul hours.
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1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10

11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18

19

20

8) Divide the hours derived from steps 1-7 above by the total critical hours during 2002-
2004. This is the baseline planned unavailability.

Support cooling planned unavailability baseline data is based on plant specific
maintenance rule unavailability for years 2002-2004. Maintenance Rule practices do not
typically differentiate planned from unplanned unavailability. Ilowvever, best efforts will
be made to differentiate planned and unplanned unavailability during this time period.

If maintenance practices at a plant have changed since the baseline years (e.g. increased
planned online maintenance due to extended AOTs), then the baseline values should be
adjusted to reflect the current maintenance practices and the basis for the adjustment
documented in the plant's MSPI Basis Document.

1.2.3. Generic Baseline Unplanned Unavailability

The unplanned unavailability values are contained in Table I and remain fixed. They are
based on ROP PI industry data from 1999 ihrough 2001. (Most baseline data used in Pls
come from the 1995-1997 time period. However, in this case, the 1999-2001 ROP data
are preferable, because the ROP data breaks out systems separately. Some of the industry
1995-1997 INPO data combine systems, such as I PCI and RCIC, and do not include
PWR RIJR. It is important to note that the data for the two periods is very similar.)

Table 1. Historical Unplanned Unavailability Train Values

(Based on ROP Industry wide Data for 1999 through 2001)

SYSTEM UNPLANNED UNAVAILABILITY/TRAIN

EAC 1.7 E-03

PWR lIPSI 6.1 E-04

PWR AFW (TD) 9.1 E-04

PWR AFW (MD) 6.9 E-04

PWR AFW (DieselD) 7.6 E-04

PWR (except CE) RI-IR 4.2 E-04

CE R1IR 1.1 E-03

BWR IIPCI* 3.3 E-03

BWR IIPCS 5.4 E-04

BWR FWCI Use plant specific Maintenance Rule data for 2002-
2004

BWR RCIC 2.9 E-03

BWR IC 1.4E-03

BWR RIIR 1.2 E-03
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SYSTEM UNPLANNED UNAVAILABILITY/TRAIN

Support Cooling Use plant specific Maintenance Rule data for 2002-
2004

1 * Oyster Creek to use Core Spray plant specific Maintenance Rule data for 2002-2004

2 Unplanned unavailability baseline data for the support cooling systems should be
3 developed from plant specific Maintenance Rule data from the period 2002-2004.
4 Maintenance Rule practices do not typically differentiate planned from unplanned
5 unavailability. However, best efforts will be made to differentiate planned and unplanned
6 unavailability during this time period. NOTE: The sum of planned and unplanned
7 unavailability cannot exceed the total unavailability.

8 1.3.Calculation of UA1
9 The specific formula for the calculation of UAI is provided in this section. Each term in the

10 formula will be defined individually and specific guidance provided for the calculation of
11 each term in the equation. Required inputs to the INPO Consolidated Data Entry (CDE)
12 System will be identified.

13 Calculation of System UAI due to train unavailability is as follows:

n

14 UAI = UAlq Eq. I
j=1

15 where the summation is over the number of trains (n) and UAI, is the unavailability index for
16 a train.

17 Calculation of UA, for each train due to actual train unavailability is as follows:

UAIt= CDFpVIŽŽ ] (UAt - UARL)

18 UAPjmax Eq. 2

19 where:

20 CDFp is the plant-specific Core Damage Frequency,

21 FVuAp is the train-specific Fussell-Vesely value for unavailability,

22 UAp is the plant-specific PRA value of unavailability for the train,

23 UA, is the actual unavailability of train t, defined as:

24 UA, = Unavailable hours (planned and unplanned) during the previous 12 quarters while critical
Critical hours during the previous 12 quarters

25

26 and. determined in section 1.2.1

27 LASI, is the historical baseline unavailability value for the train (sum of planned
28 unavailability determined in section 1 .2.2 and unplan]ned unavailability in
29 sectionl.2.3)
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1 Calculation of the quantities in equation 2 are discussed in the followving sections.

2 1.3.1. Calculation of Core Damage Frequency (CDI p)

3 The Core Damage Frequency is a CDE input value. The required value is the internal
4 events. average maintenance, at power value. Internal flooding and fire are not included
5 in this calculated value. In general, all inputs to this indicator from the PRA are
6 calculated from the internal events model only. The truncation level chosen for the
7 solution should be 5 to 6 orders of magnitude less than the baseline CDF. This should
8 result in FV importance measure Values that are sufficiently accurate.

9 1.3.2. Calculation of IFV-'/UA]max for each train

10 FV and UA are separate CDE input values. Equation 2 includes a teriI that is the ratio of
11 a Fussell-Vesely importance value divided by the related unavailability or probability.
12 This ratio is calculated for each train in the system and both the FV and UA are CDE
13 inputs. (It may be recognized that the quantity JFV/UA] multiplied by the CDF is the
14 Birnbaum importance measure,.vhich is used in section 2.3.3.)

15 Calculation of these quantities is generally complex, but in the specific application used
16 here, can be greatly simplified.

17 The simplifying feature of this application is that only those components (or the
18 associated basic events) that can make a train unavailable are considered in the
19 performance index. Components within a train that can each make the train unavailable
20 are logically equivalent and the ratio FV/UA is a constant value for any basic event in
21 that train. It can also be shown that for a given component or train represented by
22 multiple basic events, the ratio of the two values for the component or train is equal to the
23 ratio of values for any basic event within the train. Or:

MVbe FVUAp
24 = =Constant

UAbe UAp

25 Thus, the process for determining the value of this ratio for any train is to identify a basic
26 event that fails the train, determine the probability for the event, determine the associated
27 FV value for the event and then calculate the ratio.

28 The set of basic events to be considered for use in this section will obviously include any
29 test-and maintenance events applicable to the train under consideration. Basic events that
30 represent failure on demand that are logically equivalent to the test and maintenance
31 events should also be considered. Failure to nin events should not be considered as they'
32 are often not logically equivalent to test and maintenance events. Use the basic event
33 from this set that results in the largest ratio (hence the maximum notation on the bracket)
34 to minimize the effects of truncation on the calculation.

35 Some systems have multiple modes of operation, such as PWR lHPSI systems that operate
36 in injection as vell as recirculation modes. In these systems all monitored components
37 are not logically equivalent; unavailability of the pump fails all operating modes while
38 unavailability of the sump suction valves only fails the recirculation mode. In cases such
39 as these, if unavailability events exist separately for the components within a train, the
40 appropriate ratio to use is the maximum.
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1 'Treatlentlc of'PRA AModcliod " A.sill\lmmtir-Is

2 In) svstyllis \\i th rotated n-iormal I-I.x ie)IIL, g~uiln ups (c. Co olhllne \\ aflex >Nstc Ad : thle PR
3 Inodcls mail! aume one Ipulmlp is alwa (' he l1iinn inL and alnlohe i' in? siUl \ 0or.

4 exalllpl [l S] Ile w\ lter S\Stelllm ma N ev l (l 1 \ )I00%, capaeti\ fiinplsll ill oli it alil1. an i\A

5 and 13 pumv In g-racice the A and 13 pumps a rc rotated and each onC is the Hlnlilln plilmilp
6 50%O ofthle time. InI the PRA modcl how c\ cr. the A pump is aS1Cs umd 10 he k\I\ ivs
7 runnine anmd tlhc 13 pumpll is always in aIs'tilnied to he in stanldhi . l-hliS a\ ill r in.' ill One
8 pulmip alppeCalilln- lo be mllore impolrtant thlanil the otller \w3Che t11hex ill je. I l. (if C. ilI
9 impile)(l-ell1C'. lhIsasmltlillrl ill ipil(ortallnlCe is dri\ en by the a-i slllpiitill ill I PRA. nlot

10 the desin of the pla11nt.

11 In the Case \wheric the systCIem is kiown to he symmev-ntric in inportanec. f'or Atl tl ion of
12 UiAh. the importance measures o01r Cacl orii or SepLimctt. shlould be averai el.1d aind the
13 avcragve alppliC(l tlo CaCl train or segmentn. ( sir should be taken whent appl\x tue this
14 methllod to he surc the syslcm is actual v s mmlletric.

15 If the systelmi is not SymImetfric and the caipabhility exists to speci ' a spceic I a II mtilllll ill
16 the PR.A modcl. the niodeCI should be sol cd( ill each specific al i'cnIenClit andi hlel
17 iipiralncc Illcmlelas S for the different alulignilens combincd by a \ei ohtic(] N elc 1a ascd
18 on the Cstimatc(d time each specifPic al i (-nlenlt is use(d ill the pilant.

19 Cooling Water and Service Water System IFV/UA..,ax Values

20 Component Cooling Water Systems (CCW) and Service Water Systems (SWS) at some
21 nuclear stations contribute to risk in two ways. First, the systems provide cooling to
22 equipment used for the mitigation of events and second, the failures (and unavailability)
23 in the systems may also result in the initiation of an event. The contribution to risk from
24 failures to provide cooling to other plant equipment is modeled directly through
25 dependencies in the PRA model.

26 The contribution to risk from failures to provide cooling to other plant equipment is
27 modeled directly through dependencies in the PRA model. Hlowever, the contribution due
28 to event initiation is treated in four general ways in current PRAs:

29 1) The use of linked initiating event fault trees for these systems with the same basic
30 events nmieCs used in the initiator and mitigation trees.

31 2) The use of linked initiating event fault trees for these systems with different basic
32 events namies used in the initiator and mitigation trees.

33 3) Fault tree solutions are generated for these systems external to the PRA and the
34 calculated value is used in the PRA as a point estimate

35 4) A point estimate value is generated for the initiator using industry and plant
36 specific event data and used in the PRA.

37 Each of these methods is discussed below.

38 Modeling Metlhod ]

39 1ifa PRA uses the first modeling option, then the FV values calculated will reflect the
40 total contribution to risk for a component in the system. No additional correction to the
41 FV values is required.
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I AI i I.ling Methods 2 and 3

2 I I' corrected ratio mnav be calculatcd as described for modeling method 4 or by the
3 1 d describcd beloW.

4 [V lin;kcd initiiatinug event fault trec with di ffcrcnt basic events used in the initiator and
5 nic a-ltion trccs is the modeling approach taken. or faull trec solutions arc gcncratc(l for
6 > vstcms cxternal to thle PRA and the calculated valuec is used in thc PRtA as a point
7 :Wnatc: then the correctcd ratio is oiven bv:

[FVc ' "Jmnl-~~ (O) * F ri.
8 [FJ'/UA~rorr = IE( FU 'j)

[ Uvc _ JE n...(qn,) J

9 I i exp)ression the suummation is taken over all svstcim initiators i that involve
10 CO;.Wollent II. where

11 TT'C is tIhe }usscll-Vcselv for Component C as calculated from the PRA Model.
12 T his does not include an! contribution firomn iniliating cvents.

13 U/Ac is the basic event probability used in computing -l c: i.e. in the system
14 response models.

15 1E . (q ) is the system initiator frequency of initiating event inl -when tie
16 component n7 unreliability basic event is q,. The event chosen in the initiator tree
17 should represent the same failure mode flor the component as the event chosen for
18 UAc,

19 IE,.nn(l) is as above but q1=l,

20 hIE n.n(O) is as above but q,=0

21 and

22 FVic, is the Fussell-Vesely importance contribution for the initiating event In to
23 the CDF.

24 Since FJ'and UA arc separate CDE inputs. use lJAc and calculate FlJ froin

25 FV = UAc * [F1/UA]corr

26 Modeling Method 4

27 If a point estimate value is generated for the initiator using industry and plant specific
28 event data and used in the PRA, then the corrected FY V/UA]ttLx for a component C is
29 calculated from the expression:

30 [FV / UA].itty = [(FVc + Fie * Fsc) / UAc]

31 Where:

32 FVc is the Fussell-Vesely for CDF for component C as calculated from the PRA
33 Model. hlis does not include any contribution from initiating events.

34 F1ie is the Fussell-Vesely contribution for the initiating event in question (e.g.
35 loss of service water).
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I FVsc is the Fussell-Vesely within the system fault tree only for component C
2 (i.e. the ratio of the sum of the cut sets in the fault tree solution in which that
3 component appears to the overall system failure probability). Note that this may
A require the construction of a "satellite" system fault tree to arrive at an exact or
5 approximate value for FJsc depending on the support system fault tree logic.

6 TV and U/i are separate CDE input values.
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1 2. System Unreliability Index (URI) Due to Component Unreliability

2

3 Calculation of the URI is performed in three major steps:

4 * Identification of the monitored components for each system,

5 * Collection of plant data, and

6 * Calculation of the URI.

7 Only the most risk significant components in each system are monitored to minimize the burden
8 for each utility. It is expected that most, if not all the components identified for monitoring are
9 already being monitored for failure reporting to INPO and arc also monitored in accordance with

10 the maintenance nule.

11 2.1. Identify Monitored Components

12 Mlonitored Component: A component whose failure to change state or remain running
13 renders the train incapable of performing its risk-significant functions. In addition, all pumps
14 and diesels in the monitored systems are included as monitored components.

15 The identification of monitored components involves the use of the system boundaries and
16 success criteria, identification of the components to be monitored within the system boundary
17 and the scope defiriition for each component. Note that the system boundary defined in
18 section 1.1.1 defines the scope of equipment monitored for unavailability. Only selected
19 components within this boundary are chosen for unreliability monitoring. The first step in
20 identifying these selected components is to identify the system risk significant functions and
21 system success criteria.

22 2.1.1. Risk Significant Functions and Success Criteria

23 The system boundaries developed in section 1.1.1 should be used to complete the steps in
24 the following section.

25 For each system, the at power risk significant functions described in the Appendix F
26 section "Additional Guidance for Specific Systems," that wvere determined to be risk-
27 significant in accordance with NUMARC 93-01, or NRC approved equivalents (e.g., the
28 STP exemption request) and are reflected in the PRA shall be identified. Success criteria
29 used in the PRA shall then be identified for these functions.

30 If the licensee has chosen to use success criteria documented in the plant specific PRA
31 that are different from design basis success criteria, examples of plant specific
32 performance factors that may-should be used to identify the required capability of the
33 train/system to meet the risk-significant functions are provided below.

34 * Actuation
35 o Time
36 o Auto/manual
37 o Multiple or sequential
38 * Success requirements
39 o Numbers of components or trains
40 o Flows
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I o Pressures
2 o Fleat exchange rates
3 o Temperatures
4 o Tank water level
5 . Other mission requirements
6 o Run time
7 a State/configuration changes d(uring mission
8 * Accident environment from inictrnal cvents
9 o Pressure. tcmperaturc, humidim]y|

10 . Operational factors
11 o Procedures
12 o Hluman actions
13 o Training
14 o Available externalities (e.g., power supplies, special equipment, etc.)

15 -a I1A analyscs (c g. opcirator actioll 11tim11-i aIrlelirCnkilIts) IrC sm('eCt neCS based on thermal-
16 h! draulic calculations thatl account IoM thc best cstimaeC hN phsical capability of a system.
17 Ihcsc calculatiois should not be concsiled with ca lcialat ions that arc intctnde( to establish
18 system success criteria. For example i pump's flo\ inputil IOI PIA thermal-hydraulic
19 calculations mav be based on its actlual pilmp curmve hovin I 2.000 <pm at runout while
20 the desiol basis minimulm)) now for the ptump is ] 0.O)(0gpml). Th ic I (.0gpim value should
21 be Used for dctermination of success o0 hi kilurC of thlC pump Jfor ]tlis indicator. This
22 prevClets the scenal-io of a component or syslem homle, operable pCI TeChlIlical
23 Specifications and design basis requircmcints but nilal\ ailablc or tailcd under this
24 indicator.

25 If the licensee has chosen to use design basis success criteria in the PRA, it is not
26 required to separately document them other than to indicate that is what was used. If
27 success criteria from the PIZA are (IiffrtI f0111 the (deSigI basis. thien the specific
28 differenccs from the dcen en basis suicces's critCria shall be documcnted in the basis
29 document.

30 I tsuccess criteria for a system vary by function or initiator, the most restrictive set will
31 be used for the MSPI. Success criteria relatcd to ATWS need not be considered.

32 2.1.2. Selection of Components

33 For unreliability, use the following process for determining those components that should
34 be monitored. These steps should be applied in the order listed.

35 1) INCLUDE all pumps (except EDG fuel oil transfer pumps) and diesels.

36 2) Identify all AOVs, SOVs, IlOVs and MOVs that change state to achieve the risk
37 significant functions for the sysICIte as potential monitored components. Solenoid
38 and Hydraulic valves identified for potential monitoring are only those in the
39 process flow path of a fluid system. Solenoid valves that provide air to AOVs are
40 considered part of the AOV. I lydraulic valves that are control valves for turbine
41 driven pumps are considered part of the pump and are not monitored separately.
42 Check valves and manual valves are not included in the index.
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1 a. INCLUDE those valves from the list of valves from step 2 "vhosc failure
2 alone can fail a train. The success criteria used to identify these valves arc
3 those identified in the previous section. (See Figure F-5)

4 b. INCLUDE redundant valves from the list of valves from step 2 within a
5 multi-train system, wvhether in series or parallel, where the failure of both
6 valves would prevent all trains in the system from performing a risk-
7 significant function. The success criteria used to identify these valves are
8 those identified in the previous section.(Sec Figure F-5)

9 3) INCLUDE components that cross tie monitored systems between units (i.e.
10 Electrical Breakers and Valves) if they arc modeled in the PRA.

11 4) EXCLUDE those valves and breakers from steps 2 and 3 above whose Birnbaum
12 importance, (See section 2.3.3) as calculated in this appendix (including
13 adjustment for support system initiator, if applicablc, and common cause), is less
14 than I.Oe-06. This nile is applied atlthe discretion of the individual plant. A
15 balance should be considered in applying this rule between the goal to minimize
16 the number of components monitored and having a large enough set of
17 components to have an adequate data pool. If a decision is made to exclude some
18 valves based on low Birnbaum values, but not all, to ensure an adequate data
19 pool, then the valves eliminated from monitoring shall be those with the smallest
20 Birnbaum values. Symmetric valves in different trains should be all eliminated or
21 all retained.
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1

2
3

2.1.3. Definition of Component Boundaries

Table 2 defines the boundaries of components, and Figures F-1, F-2, F-3 and F-4 provide
examples of typical component boundaries as described in Table 2.

Table 2. Component Boundary Definition4

Component Component boundarv

D)iesel The diesel generator boundary includes the generator body,
(Generators tenerator actuator, lubrication system (local), fuel system

(local), cooling components (local), startup air system receiver,
exhaust and combustion air system, dedicated diesel battery
(which is not part of the normal DC distribution system),
individual diesel generator control system, cooling water
isolainl \ .ales. circuit breaker for supply to safeguard buses
and their associated control circuit (relay contacts for normally
auto actuated components, control board switches for normally
operator actuated components.

Motor-Driven The pump boundary includes the pump body, motor/actuator,
Plumps lubrication system, cooling components of the pump seals, the

voltage supply breaker, and its associated control circuit (relay
contacts for normally auto actuated components, control board
switches for normally operator actuated components.

Turbine- The turbine-driven pump boundary includes the pump body,
Driven Pumps turbine/actuator, lubrication system (including pump),

extractions, turbo-pump seal, cooling components, and
associated control system (relay contacts for normally auto
actuated components, control board switches for normally
operator actuated components) including the control valve.

Motor- The valve boundary includes the valve body, motor/actuator,
Operated the voltage supply breaker (both motive and control power)
Valves and its associated control circuit (relay contacts for normally

auto actuated components, control board switches for normally
operator actuated components).

Solenoid The valve boundary includes the valve body, the operator, the
Operated supply breaker (both power and control) or fuse and its
Valves associated control circuit (relay contacts for normally auto

actuated components, control board switches for normally
o crator actuated Components).

IHydraulic The valve boundary includes the valve body, the hydraulic
Operated operator, associated local hydraulic system, associated solenoid
Valves operated valves, the power supply breaker or fuse for the

solenoid valve, and its associated control circuit (relay Contacts
for normally auto actuated components, control board switches
for normally operator actuated components).
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Component Component boundary
Air-Operated The valve boundary includes the valve body, the air operator,
Valves associated solenoid-operated valve, the power supply breaker

or fuse for the solenoid valve, and its associated control circuit
(relay contacts for normally auto actuated components, control
board switches for normally operator actuated components.

1

2 For control and motive power, only the last relaybreaker or contactor necessary to
3 power or control the component is included in the monitored component boundary. For
4 example, if an ESFAS signal actuates a MOV, only the relay that receives the ESFAS
5 signal in the control circuitry for the MOV is in the MOV boundary. No other portions of
6 the ESFAS are included. Control switches that provide manual backup for automatically
7 actuated equipment are considered outside the component boundary. Control switches
8 (either in the control room or local) that provide the primary means for actuating a
9 component are monitored as part of the component it actuates. In either case, failure

10 modes of a control switch that render the controlled component unable to perform its
11 function (e.g., prevents auto start of a pump) need to be considered for unavailability of
12 the component.

13 Each plant will determine its monitored components and have them available for NRC
14 inspection.

15 2.2. Collection of Plant Data

16 Plant data for the URI includes:

17 * Demands and nin hours

18 * Failures

19 2.2.1. Demands and Run Hours

20 Start demand: Any demand for the component to successfully start (includes valve and
21 breaker demands to open or close) to perform its risk-significant functions, actual or test.
22 (Exclude post maintenance test demands, unless in case of a failure the cause of failure
23 was independent of the maintenance performed. In this case the demand will be counted
24 as well as the failure.) The number of demands is:

25 * the number of actual ESF demands plus

26 .the number of estimated test demands plus

27 * the number of estimated operational/alignment demands.

28 Best judgment should be used to define each category of demands. But strict segregation
29 of rdelands between each category is not as important as the validity of total number of
30 demands. The number of estimated demands can be derived based on the number of
31 times a procedure or maintenance activity is performed, or based on historical data over
32 an operating cycle or more. It is also permissible to use the actual number of test and
33 operational demands.
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I An update to the estimated demands is required if a change to the basis for the estimated
2 demands results in a >25% change in the estimate of total demands of a group Of
3 conmponents w\ithin a system. For cxamplc. a single MOV in a SN'stcm ma! have cix1
4 ec1 matecd decmands changlc by greater than 250/i). but revised estimates arc not required
5 uenlcs> the total number of estimated demands for all MOOVs in the system chanllCs hl\
6 ercaticr than 25%. The new estimate will be used in the calculation the quarter following
7 the input of the updated estimates into CDE. Some monitored valves will include a
8 throttle function as well as open and close functions. One should not include every
9 throttle movement of a valve as a counted demand. Only the initial movement of the

10 valve should be counted as a demand.

I 1 Some components such as valves may need to be in different states at different times to
12 fulfill the risk significant function of the monitored system. In this case each change of
13 state is a demand. An example would be a minimum flow valve that needs to open on the
14 pump start (one demand) then close (second demand) to prevent a diversion path or a
15 valve needs to open(one demand) for the initial water supply then close (second demand)
16 while another water supply valve opens.

17 Post maintenance tests: Tests performed following maintenance but prior to declaring the
18 train/component operable, consistent with Maintenance Rule implementation.

19 Load/Run demand: Applicable to EDG only. Any demand for the ED)G output breaker to
20 close, given that the EI)G has successfully started and achieved required speed and
21 voltage. (Exclude post maintenance tests, unless the cause of failure was independent of
22 the maintenance performed.)

23 Run Hlours: The number of run hours is:

24 . the number of actual ESF run hours. plus

25 . the number of estimated test run hours, plus

26 . the number of estimated operational/alignment run hours.

27 Best judgment should be used to define each category of run hours. But strict sceretuation
28 01' run hours between the test and operational categories is not as important as the \aliditv
29 of total number of run hours. The number of estimated run hours can be derived based on
30 the number of times a procedure or maintenance activity is performed, or based on
31 historical data over an operating cycle or more. It is also permissible to use the actual
32 number of test and operational run hours. Run hours include the first hour of operation of
33 a component. An update to the estimated run hours is required if a change to the basis for
34 the estimated hours results in a >25% change in the estimate of the total run hours for a
35 gro-ulp of componcnts in a system. The new estimate will be used in the calculation the
36 quarter followving the input of the updated estimates into CDEI.

37 2.2.2. Failures

38 In general, a failure of a component for the MSPI is any circumstance when the
39 component is not in a condition to meet the performance requirements (lefined by the
40 PRA success criteria or mission time for the functions monitored under the MSPL This is
41 true whether the condition is revealed through a demand or discovered through other
42 means.
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I Failures for the MSPI arc not generally equivalent to functional failures in the
2 maintenance rule. For example, a failure may not count as a functional failure under the
3 maintenance nule because it was not considered maintenance preventable, but it wvould
4 count as a failure for the NISPI. Conversely, a failure may count as a maintenance rule
5 functional failure, but not count as an MSPI failure because the function affected by the
6 failure is a maintenance nule function but is not a monitored function for MSPI.

7 EDGfailure to start:.A failure to start includes those failures up'to the point the EDG has
8 achieved required speed and voltage. (Exclude post maintenance tests, unless the cause of
9 failure wvas independent of the maintenance performed.)

10 EDGfailtre to load/rnn: Given that it has successfully started, a failure of the EDG
11 output breaker to close, to successfully load sequence and to run/operate for one hour to
12 perform its risk-significant functions. This failure mode is treated as a demand failure for
13 calculation purposes. (Exclude post maintenance tests, unless the cause of failure was
14 independent of the maintenance performed.)

15 EDGfailure to run: Given that it has successfully started and loaded and run for an hour,
16 a failure of an EDG to run/operate. (Exclude post maintenance tests, unless the cause of
17 failure was independent of the maintenance performed.)

18 Pumpfailure on demand: A failure to start and run for at least one hour is counted as
19 failure on demand. (Exclude post maintenance tests, unless the cause of failure was
20 independent of the maintenance performed.)

21 Pumpfailure to not: Given that it has successfully started and run for an hour, a failure of
22 a pump to run/operate. (Exclude post maintenance tests, unless the cause of failure was
23 independent of the maintenance performed.)

24 Valvejailure on demand: A failure to transfer to the required risk significant state (open,
25 close, or throttle to the desired position as applicable) is counted as failure on demand.
26 (Exclude post maintenance tests, unless the cause of failure was independent of the
27 maintenance performed.)

28 Breakerfailure on demand: A failure to transfer to the required risk significant state
29 (open or close as applicable) is counted as failure on dcmand. (Exclude post maintenance
30 tests, unless the cause of failure was independent of the maintenance performed.)

31 Treatment of Demand and Run Failures

32 Failures of monitored components on demand or failures to run, either actual or test are
33 included in unreliability. Failures on demand or failures to run while not critical are
34 included unless an evaluation determines the failure 'would not have affected the ability
35 of the component to perform its risk-sig'nificant at powver function. In no case can a
36 postulated action to recover a failure be used as a justification to exclude a failure from
37 the count.

38 Treatment of Discovered Conditions that Result in the Inability to Perform a Risk
39 Significant Function

40 Discovered conditions of monitored components (conditions vithin the component'
41 boundaries defined in section 2.1.3) that render a monitored component incapable of
42 performing its risk-significant function are included in unreliability as a failure. even
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1 though. no actual faiflure on ilemand or whilc r1nln)inl" CxistedC(I is lltrleinlent ICcOunio I o
2 the amount of ti me that thc conditionl existed prior to disco\ Cr> . \\hlcii thc coonpen w aI
3 in an uunknown failed state.

4 Conditions that render a monitored component incapable o 'I cpJor`i Io L> rish-
5 silanificant function that arc immediatel\ annunciated in the control room witlhot a1n
6 aclual demand occurring are a special case ofla disco\-ercd condlition. Iln this instalncc the
7 discovcrv ofthic condition is coinciolent with the fbailure. 'His condition is applicalel to
8 normal iliv cnlereized control circuits that arec associated with monitored components.
9 which alInILnIciatc On loss 01'poWCer to the control Cil-Cirit lFor this CircoillustanlCC thereC is aU

10 time whean the component is in an unknowvn failed state. In this instancc appropriate train
11 unavailablC hours uWill be accoun ted for. but no additional]1 narl-c will hc coonttlcd-

12 For otlher discovercd conditions where the discovery ot thc condition is not coincidicnt
13 with the failure, the appropriatC firilure mode mu1st be accounted for in thc fbllow\in o
14 manner:

15 * I-or valves and( breakers a demand failure-C would be assumed arid included. An
16 additional dcmand may also be couited.

17 . F or pumps and diesels. if the discovered condition ould have pr'cvcntied a
18 successful start. a failure is included. but there would he no ril time hours or run
19 failure. An additional demand may also be counted.

20 * For diesels, if it was detcrmrined that the diesel would start. lbut would fail to load
21 (c.g. a condition associated with the output breaker), a load/rull failure would be
22 assumned and included. An additional start demand and load/runil demanld mav also
23 be counted.

24 * For pumps and diesels, if it was detcrlmfined that the purinp:diesc] would start anid
25 load run. but Would fail sometime prior to completinl1 its mission time. a rlu
26 failure would be assumed. A start demand and a loa(id.runl demand would also be
27 assumed and included. The cvaluatcd failure time may be included in run hoturs.

28 For a runimnlsg component that is secured from operation Clue to obsCervcd deCradcd
29 performance. but prior to failure, then a run failure shall be assunmcd unless cvaluationl of
30 the condition shows that the component would have continucUl to operactC for! the risk-
31 significant mission time starting from the time the component was sccIrecd.

32 lUnplanned unavailability would accrue in all instances from the time of'(Iisco\clr or
33 annunciation consistent with the definition i section I . 1.

34 Loss of risk significant function(s) is assumed to have occurred if the established success
35 criteria have not been met. If subsequent analysis identifies additional margin for the
36 success criterion, future impacts on URI or UAI for degraded conditions may be
37 determined based on the new criterion. Hlowever, the current quarter's URI and UAI
38 must be based on the success criteria of record at the time the degraded condition is
39 discovered If the new success criteria causes a revision to the PRA affecting the
40 numerical results (i.e. CDF and FV), then the change must be included in the PRA model
41 and the appropriate new values calculated and incorporated in the MISPI Basis Document
42 prior to use in the calculation of URI and UAI. If the change in success criteria has no
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1 effeci on the numerical results of the PRA (representing only a change in margin) then
2 only the MSP] Basis Document need be revised prior to using the revised success criteria.

3 If 1h) degraded condition is not addressed by any of the pre-defined success criteria, an
4 engineering evaluation to determine the impact of the degraded condition on the risk-
5 sig-ifficant function(s) should be completed and documented. The use of component
6 failure analysis, circuit analysis, or event investigations is acceptable. Engineering
7 judgment may be used in conjunction with analytical techniques to determine the impact
8 o'i tlil degraded condition on the risk-significant function. The engineering evaluation
9 slit *Id be completed as soon as practical. Ifit cannot be completed in time to support

10 subirtission of the P1 report for the current quarter, the comment field shall note that an
11 eCVatlation is pending. The evaluation must be completed in time to accurately account
12 for una)vailability/unreliability in the next quarterly report. Exceptions to this guidance
13 arc expected to be rare and will be treated oria casc-by-case basis. Licensees should
14 identify these situations to the resident inspector.

15 Failures and Discovered Conditions of Non-Monitored Structures. Systems, and
16 Components (SSC)

17 Failures of SSC's that arc not included in the performance index will not be counted as a
18 failure or a demand. Failures of SSC's that would have caused an SSC within the scope
19 of the performance index to fail will not be counted as a failure or demand. An example
20 could be a manual suction isolation valve left closed which Would have caused a pump to
21 fail. This would not be counted as a failure of the pump. Any mis-positioning of the valve
22 that caused the train to be unavailable would be counted as unavailability from the time
23 of discovery. The significance of the mis-positioned valve prior to discovery would be
24 addressed through the inspection process. (Note, however, in the above example, if the
25 shut manual suction isolation valve resulted in an actual pump failure, the pump failure
26 would be counted as a demand and failure of the pump.)
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1 2.3. Calculation of URI

2 Unreliability is monitored at the component level and calculated at the system Ievcel. URI is
3 proportional to the weighted difference between the plant specific component unrcliability
4 and the industry average unreliability. The Birnbaum importance is the weightin- factor.
5 Calculation of system URI due to this difference in component unreliability is as follows:

BDj(URDBCj - URDBL/)

6 URI = + Bij(URLBQ - URLBIJ) Fq. 3

j [+ BRj(URRBQ -URRBIj)]

7 Where the summation is over the number of monitored components (is) in the systemr and:

8 BDj, BLj and BRj are the Birnbaum importance measures for the failure modes fail on
9 demand, fail to load and fail to run respectively,

10 lJRDBC, URIBC. and URRBC are Bayesian corrected plant specific values of unreliability
11 for the failure modes fail on demand, fail to load and fail to run respectively,

12 and

13 URDBI, URLBL, and URRBL are Baseline values of unreliability for the failure modes fail on
14 demand, fail to load and fail to run respectively.

15 The Birnbaum importance for each specific component failure mode is definc(l as

16 B =DFpKVRCI Eq. 4

17 Where,

18 (CDrF is the plant-specific internal events, at power, core damage frequency,

19 FVt;R, is the component and failure mode specific Fussell-Vesely value for unreliability,

20 URp, is the plant-specific PRA value of component and failure mode unreliability,

21 Failure modes e-&ns-i4erd-dcfined for each component type are provided below. hI Here may
22 be several basic events in a PRA that correspond to each of these ficiltire modcs use(] lo
23 collect plant specific data. These 'ailurc modes arc used to (dcine how the actia ifail -ures in
24 the plant are categorized.

25 Valves and Breakers:
26 Fail on Demand (Open/Close)

27 Pumps:
28 Fail on Demand (Start)
29 Fail to Run

30 Emergency Diesel Generators:
31 Fail on Demand (Start)
32 Fail to Load/Run
33 Fail to Run

34 The following sections will discuss the calculation of each of the terms in equations 3 and 4.
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1 2.3.1. Calculation of Core Damage Frequency (CDFp)

2 The Core Damage Frequency is a CDE input value. The required value is the internal
3 events average maintenance at powver value. Internal flooding and fire are not included in
4 this calculated value. In general, all inputs to this indicator from the PRA are calculated
5 from the internal events model only. The truncation level chosen for the solution should
6 be 5 to 6 orders of magnitude less than the baseline CDF. This should result in FV
7 importance measure values that are sufficiently accurate.

8

9 2.3.2. Calculation of Iast /URjmax

10 The FV, UR and common cause adjustment values developed in this section are separate
1] CDE input values.

12 Equation 4 includes a term that is the ratio of a Fussell-Vesely importance value divided
13 by the relatcd unreliability. The calculation of this ratio is performed in a similar manner
14 to the ratio calculated for UAI, except that the ratio is calculated for each monitored
15 component. One additional factor needs to be accounted for in the unreliability ratio that
1 6 was not needed in the unavailability ratio, the contribution to the ratio from common
17 cause failure events. The discussion in this section will start with the calculation of the
18 initial ratio and then proceed with directions for adjusting this value to account for the
19 cooling water initiator contribution, as in the unavailability index, and then the common
20 cause correction.

21 It can be shown that for a given component represented by multiple basic events, the ratio
22 of the twvo values for the component is equal to the ratio of values for any basic event
23 representing the component. Or,

FVbe FJ'URc
24 U =bC - = Constant

Mbe URPc

25 as long as the basic events under consideration are logically equivalent.

26 Note that the constant value may be different for the unreliability ratio and the
27 unavailability ratio because the two types of events are frequently not logically
28 equivalent. For example recovery actions may be modeled in the PRA for one but not the
29 other. This ratio may also be different for fail on demand and fail to run events for the
30 same component. This is particularly true for cooling water pumps that have a trip
31 initiation function as well as a mitigation function.

32 There arc two options for detennining the initial value of this ratio: The first option is to
33 identify one maximum ratio that wefill be used for all applicablc failure modes tor the
34 component. The second option is to identifv a separate ratio for each failure mode for the
35 component. These two options will be discussed next.

36 Option I

37 Identify one maximum ratio ihat ivill be used for all applicable failure modes for the
38 component.. The process tor detrenininm a sinele v'alue of this ratio for all failure modes
39 of a component is to identity all basic events that fail the component (excluding common
40 cause events and test and maintenance events). It is typical. given the component scope
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I definitioIs in Table 2. t1hat thr CI-C \\b' Ie SC\eCIdra plalnt Co III-ntsmodeIeS d1 'C! p' IIIC in
2 the plant PRA\ that l1Ce tite NISPI coitIponein1 defihotkin' For xrnpk ' o1-Illlon
3 1hat ji 11riudClin1o an1 NF)N . thle c1Cll-ttuit relax\ for the MUN \ ald thle p()x\\ .upul . Waker
4 for the MOVN\ alrc scpalratc ColmipOnnIIs ill the planilt PRA I !smuln thall tIh V 1I'ic C\ en2V

5 relatcd to all offthese Indhvidual II omponCnts a11e considr h ehoosin 0 th1
6 appropriate /1- I'/ UR I ratiO.

7 eterin I n-111 the failure probabilities For the\ cx ents. CJet ermi. the ;Iss.oclatd Vl N 1'l0Fo

8 the C\ cots anzid then calicullltc the ratIo. /1 1C I//. xxhl her C hsubsCript Icr5 IC

9 indcpcen(lcnit failuIrCS. Ch1OOSC from11 this list thle b)aISiC Cx cut Y'r thle componcit ;$1( !"
10 assoCeated F\N \valuic th1at IeCStt;11s in 1he l est I- Lii r hiat TI1 \ Iv ill t!P pC; I,, I)be le

11 CvCnt \\.vll lthe la-C lt FalureC ProbabIlity to minitiie/C tilhe 'IeCtS of tIItneltioln 1'u Ic
12 calculaltion

13 OptiIO 2

14 Identift ia separtte ratio for each ft alitreC m10odC for tilec conlpoenltCII Thle po ccss I!
15 dCtermiln lim a ratio valtuC f-Or Cach I1a lute mode proceeds sim1ilarl) hy tifrt IdeLICIx ill" a]I

16 basic cx cuis relatcd to cacth comnpoinent Altrc tr is stCp. each1 hasic C\Cllt mliust 1eC
17 assocttlItt( wx ith one oFt 11h spccific (cffilned FoilIutc modcs t( ' thle compoineit P rocced as
18 in Option I to find the values that result in the larcst ratio for cach failure modc tFor the

19 component. In this option tile Ci ) iIIpuItS \\ ill inc IC rFd 'lN l nd U \ vlICs Fol r each fir litreC

20 modc of thle component.

21 Treatment of PRA NModclinE Asvmnlinetrics

22 In svstems xx;ith rotated nornially running pumps (C . cooling water systems). hc PRA
23 models may assume one pump is al\xxays thc rutninin anid another is in stlandby. Tor

24 example. a SCIvicC water systceil mlax hIavC t\x o I 00%i1z capacitly pumips in olle tra in. an A
25 and B pUMp. IJn practice the A an(d B pllrips arc rOtatCd anld each OllC is tilie u-1.nninit primp

26 50% of the time. iln tie PRA model hox cvcr. the A p}imp is assumied to be alxvax\ S
27 runninsi and the B pump is always inl assumed to lie in stalndibh. This \\i]I result inl (oile
28 pump appCiang to be more important thlanl thle other xxhen they are. in aet. of cqual

29 importance. This as\vm1metr-x in impostascc is dri1 ell bv thc ilSSlinption in tle PRA . not
30 the design of the plant.

31 When this is encountered. the importance mIeCaSlIr-CS MaV be used as thyc aret caicfated

32 from the PRA model for the componicnt importance used( in tile calcilaition ofURRI.
33 Although these are not actUllal the correct iJIIl)ortanIcc VaIlrCs. the method used to

34 calculate ]RI xii] still provide the correct result because the Same value ofi U-r-Celitiiitx:
35 is used for eatch component as a result Of the data beCn11gL Pooled. Note thal this is (3 jfr Ient
36 from the treat ment of importance in the caleatioon of A AI.

37 Cooling Water and Service Water System IFV/URlind Values

38 Ensure that the correction term in this section is applied prior to the calculation of the
39 common cause correction in the next section. Component Cooling Water Systems (CCW)
40 and Service Water Systems (SWS) at some nuclear stations contribute to risk in txvo

41 vays. First. the systems provide cooling to equipment used for the Mitigation of events
42 and second, the failures in the systems may also result in the initiation of an event.
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1 Depending on the manner in which the initiator contribution is treated in the PIRA, it may
2 be necessary to apply a correction to the FV/UR ratio calculated in the section above.

3 The correction must be applied to each V VN/UR ratio used for ihis indCN. -If the option to
4 use separate ratios for each component failure mode was used in tile section above then
5 this correction is calculated for each failure mode of the component.

6 The contribution to risk from failures to provide cooling to other plant equipment is
7 modeled directly through dependencies in the PRA model. Ihowxevcr, the contribution due
8 to event initiation is treated in four general ways in current PRAs:

9 1) The use of linked initiating event fault trees for these systems with the same basic
10 events used in the initiator and mitigation trees.

11 2) The use of linked initiating event fault trees for these systems with different basic
12 events used in the initiator and mitigation trees.

13 3) Fault tree solutions are generated for these systems external to the I'RA and the
14 calculated value is used in the PRA as a point estimate

15 4)A point estimate value is generated for the initiator using industry and plant
16 specific event data and used in the PRA.

17 Each of these methods is discussed below.

18 Modeling Method I

19 If a PRA uses the first modeling option, then the FV values calculated will reflect the
20 total contribution to risk for a component in the system. No additional correction to the
21 FV values is required.

22 11odeling Aeihods 2 and 3

23 The corrected ratio may be calculated as described for modeling method 4 or by the
24 method described below.

25 If a linked initiating event fault tree with different basic events used in the initiator and
26 mitigation trees is the modeling approach taken, or fault tree solutions are generated for
27 these systems external to the PRA and the calculated value is used in the PRA as a point
28 estimate, then tle corrected ratio is given by:

29 [Fl' / UR] orr VC+ JEm .. n(l) -J Emn(0) *FgijLURc m J E.,.(qn,)
30 In this expression the sutmmation is taken o\ cr all system iiiitialors i that involve
31 component n. wherce

32 FVc is the Fussell-\Vesely for componentC as calculate(d from the PRA Mlodel.
33 This does not include aliiv contribution from initiating< events.

34 URc is the basic event unreliability used in computing FI'c: i.e. in the system
35 response models,

36 lE,,,,fq1 z) is the system initiator frcquency of initiating event in -lien the
37 component n unreliability basic event is qn. The event chosen in the initiator tree
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I should F lit ' 1ii1 stim sa lo!ic u._ fur thie cutll-'Tnilt .1u s 111s theclle Chosen for
2 LRc.

3 Il-,.( I) is OlIe\ C L I &1(.

4 Is,.t)) is as o C hill C11h q

5 alnd

6 FViCL, is ilI issel-Vsel r u rtl!Ce, 'Cutjiltritull 1tur- th' inioiatin Ce Cilt 7 to
7 the (1D)Y

8 [ .I -and I ? ac \pa latc ('1)l1 uts I J? and ca11lu c!. llte 1-1 Wilo

9 TV = URe *If VUR..

10 Modeling Method 4

11 If a point estimate value is Ccneratcd for the initiator using industry and plant specific
12 | event data and used in the PRA, then the corrected /FIP/U'RJ,1  X for a component C is
13 calculated from the expression:

14 [FV/UR].vrx =-(fVc + FV'ie* FVsc)/URc]

15 Where:

16 FVc is the Fussell-Vesely for CDF for component C as calculated from the PRA
17 Model. This does not include any contribution from initiating events.

18 FVie is the Fussell-Vesely contribution for the initiating event in question (e.g.
19 loss of service water).

20 FVsc is the Fussell-Vesely within the system fault tree only for component C
21 (i.e. the ratio of the sum of the cut sets in the fault tree solution in which that
22 component appears to the overall system failure probability). Note that this may
23 require the constntction of a "satellite" system fault tree to arrive at an exact or
24 approximate value for FVsc depending on the support system fault tree logic.

25 TV and UR are separate CDF input values.

26 Including the Effect of Common Cause in [FV/URIna,

27 Be Sure that the corrcction factors from the prevlious section arc apielicd prior to the
28 C01111nIO11n cause COrrCeCion factorI bei n calculated.

29 Changes in the independent failure probability of an SSC imply a proportional change in
30 the common cause failure probability, even though no actual common cause failures have
31 occurred. The impact of this effect on URI is considered by including a multiplicative
32 adjustment to the [FV!UR]Ina, ratio developed in the section above. This multiplicative
33 factor (A) is a CDE input value.

34 Two methods are provided for including this effect, a simple generic approach that uses
35 bounding generic adjustment values and a more accurate plant specific method that uses
36 values derived from the plant specific PRA. Different methods can be used for different
37 systems. Ilowever, within an MSPI system, either the generic or plant specific method
38 must be used for all components in the system, not a combination of (ifferent methods.
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1
2
3

4
5
6

7

8
9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16

17

For the cooling water system, diffcrent methods may be used for the subsystems that
make up the cooling water system. For example, component cooling water and service
water may use different methods.

The common cause correction factor is only applied to components within a system and
does not include cross system (such as between the BWR IIPCI and RCIC systems)
common cause.

Generic CCF Adjustment Values

Generic values have been developed for monitored components that are subject to
common cause failure. The correction factor is used as a multiplier on the [FV/UR] ratio
for each component in the common cause group. This method may be used for simplicity
and is recommended for components that are less significant contributors to the URI (e.g.
[FVIUR] is small). The multipliers are provided in tle-table be}ow3.

Tile EDG is a "super-component that includes valves. pumps and breakers within the
super-component boundary'. Thc EIDG gencric adjustment value should bc applied to the
EDG "super-component" even if the specific event use(d for the [FV/UR] ratio for ihe
EDG is a valve or breaker failure.

Table 3. Generic CCF Adjustment Values

EPS }IPI HIRS/ RIIR

EDG MDP MDIP MDP TDP MIDP
Running or Standby Standby ** Standby
Alternating*

Arkansas 1 1.25 2 1 1 1 1.5

Arkansas 2 1.25 1 2 1 1 1.5

Beaver Valley 1 1.25 2 1 1.25 1 1.5

Beaver Valley 2 1.25 2 1 1.25 1 1.5

Braidwood I & 2 3 1.25 1.25 1 1 1.5

Browns Ferry 2 1.25 1 1 1 1 3

Browns Ferry 3 1.25 1 1 1 1 3

Brunswick I & 2 1.25 1 I I 1 3

Byron I & 2 3 1.25 1.25 1 1 1.5

Callaway 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

Calvert Cliffs I & 2 1.25 1 2 1.25 1.5 1.5

Catawba I & 2 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

Clinton I 1.25 1 1 I I 1.5

Columbia Nuclear 1.25 1 I I 1 1.5

Comanche Peak I & 2 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1 1.5
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EPkS 1-11'1 IIRS/ RIIR

EDG NAIDP MNII)P MDP TDP MDP
Running or Standby Standby Standbv
Alternating-

Cook ] & 2 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

Cooper Slat ion 1.25 _ 1 . 1 _

Crystal River 3 1 .25 2 1 1.5

Davis-13csse 1.25 1.25 1.25 ] 1.5 1.5

Diab]o Canyon I & 2 2 1.25 1.25 1.25 1 .5

Dresden 2 & 3 1.25 3 1 3

Duane Arnold 1].25 1 I 1 1 3

Farley I & 2 1.25 2 1 1.25 1 1.5

Fermi 2 1.25 1 1 1 1 3

Fitzpatrick 3 ] 1 1 1 3

Fort Calhoun 1.25 1 2 1 1 1.5

Ginna 1.25 1 2 1.25 1 1.5

Grand Gulf 1.25 1 1 1 1 1.5

Harris 1.25 2 1 1.25 1 1.5

Hatch I & 2 2 1 1 1 1 3

Hope Creek 1.25 1 1 1 1 1.5

Indian Point 2 1.25 1 2 1.25 1 1.5

Indian Point 3 1.25 1 2 1.25 1 1.5

Kewaunee 1.25 1 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

LaSalle I & 2 1.25 1 1 1 1 1.5

LTimerick I & 2 3 1 _ 1 1 3

McGuire I & 2 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

Millstone 2 1.25 1 2 1.25 1 1.5

Millstone 3 1.25 2 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

Monticello 1 .25 1 1 1 1 3

Nine Mile Point I 1.25 3 1 1 1 1.5

Nine Mile Point 2 1.25 1 1 _ 1 1.5

North Anna I & 2 1.25 2 1 1.25 1 1.5
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EPS JIPI ]IRS/ RlllZ

EDG MIDI' MDI' MDP TDP MIDP
Running or Standby Standbv ** Standby
Alternating

Oconee 1, 2 & 3 3 * 2 1 1.25 1 1.5

Oyster Creek 1.25 1 3 1 1 1.5

Palisades 1.25 1 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

Palo Verde I,2 & 3 1.25 1 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

Peach Bottom 2 & 3 2 1 1 1 1 3

Perry 1.25 1 1 1 1 1.5

Pilgrim 1.25 1 1 1 1 3

Point Beach I & 2 1.25 '1 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

Prairie Island I & 2 1.25 1 1.25 1 1 1.5

Quad Cities I & 2 1.25 1 1 1 1 3

River Bend 1.25 1 1 I 1 1.5

Robinson 2 1.25 1 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

Salem I & 2 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

San Onofre 2 & 3 1.25 1 2 1.25 1 1.5

Seabrook 1.25 1.25 1.25 1 1 1.5

Sequoyah I & 2 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

South TexasI&2 2 1 2 2 1 2

St. Lucie 1 1.25 1 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

St. Lucie 2 1.25 1 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

Summer 1.25 2 1 1.25 I 1.5

Surry I & 2 1.25 2 1 1.25 1 1.5

Susquehanna I & 2 3 . 1I I 1 3

Three Mile Island 1 1.25 2 1 1.25 1 1.5

Turkey Point 3 & 4 1.25 1 3 1.25 3 1.5

Vermont Yankee 1.25 1 1 3

Vogtle I & 2 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

Waterford 3 1.25 1 2 1.25 1 1.5

Watts Bar I 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1 1.5
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1

2
3

4

.PS HIP] _ HRS/ RHIR

ED)G MDP MDP MDP -[DP __)P
Running or Standbv Standbys: Standby
Alternating

Wolf Creek 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1 1.5

* hydroelectric units as applicable

t tupi.i!1ps arc rcduniidnt pumps W1hACre C pUIm is 1101-111u111uillria thi yirC
ouc oa JI1n1l!> rotated on a pci-lodic basis-

SWS CCW:V All All

MDIP MD], DDP MDP MDP N'lOONs AON7s,
Running or Standby ** Running or Standby and SOVs,
Alternating Alternating Breakers IHOVs

All Plants 3 1.5 1.25 1.5 2 2 1.5

5 ** as applicable

6

7

8
9

Plant Specific Common Cause Adjustment

The general form of a plant specific common cause adjustment factor is given by the
equation:

Y{ZFVi)+ FVccj u

A = ;. Eo. 510
'7

z FV1

11

12

13

14

15

16
17
18
19
20
21

Where:

n = is the number of components in a common cause group.

FV, = the FV for independent failure of component i,

and

FVat. = the FV for the common cause failure of components in the group.

In the expression above, the FVj are the values for the specific failure mode for the
component group that was chosen because it resulted in the maximum fFV/URI ratio.
The FV,, is the FV that corresponds to all combinations of common cause events for that
group of components for the same specific failure mode. Note that the FV. may be a sum
of individual FVE, values that represent different combinations of component failures in a
common cause group.
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1 For cooling water systems that have an initiator contribulion. the 1 V X alucs used should
2 be from the non-initiator part of tilc model.

3 For example consider again a plant with three one hundred percent capacity emergency
4 diesel generators. In this example, three failure modes for the EDG are modeled in the
5 PRA, fail to start (FTS), fail to load (FTL) and fail to nin (FTR). Common cause events
6 exist for each of the three failure modes of the EDG in the following combinations:

7 1) Failure of all three EDGs.
8 2) Failure of EDG-A and EDG-B,
9 3) Failure of EDG-A and EDG-C,

10 4) Failure of EDG-B and EDG-C.

11 This results in a total of 12 common cause events.

12 Assume the maximum [FV/URI resulted from the FTS failure mode, then the FV,, used
13 in equation 5 would be the sum of the four common cause FTS events for the
14 combinations listed above.

15 It is recognized that there is significant variation in the methods used to model common
16 cause. It is common that the 12 individual common cause events described above are
17 combined into a fewer number of events in many PRAs. Correct application of tile plant
18 specific method would, in this case, require the decomposition of the combined events
19 and their related FV values into the individual parts. This can be accomplished by
20 application of the following proportionality:

21 FVPart = FVtotial x URpari Eq. 6
UMotal

22 Returning to the example above, assume that common cause was modeled in the PRA by
23 combining all failure modes for each specific combination of equipment modeled. Thus
24 there would be four common cause events corresponding to the four possible equipment
25 groupings listed above, but each of the common cause events would include the three
26 failure modes FTS, FTL and FTR. Again, assume the FTS independent failure mode is
27 the event that resulted in the maximum [FV/UR] ratio. The FVcc value to be used would
28 be determined by determining the FTS contribution for each of the four common cause
29 events. In the case of the event representing failure of all three EDGs this would be
30 determined from

FVFTSABC = FVABC x URFTSABC
31 URABC

32 Where,

33 FJ'FTSABC= the FV for the FTS failure mode and the failure of all three EDGs

34 FVABC = the event from the PRA representing the failure of all three EDGs due to
35 all failure modes

36 URs4ABC = the failure probability for a FTS of all three EDGs, and

37 URABC = the failure probability for all failure modes for the failure of all three
38 EDGs.
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1

2 Aftcr this same calculation was perFormned for the remaining three common cause events.
3 the value for FV(Tc to be use(I in equation 5 would then be calculalcd lhom:

4 J;;ZC = F FTrScBc + FVFTSziB F VTTSw . FVFTSB(

5 This value is used in equation 5 to determine the value of.4. The final quantity used in
6 equation 4 is given by:

7 IEV/URI max = z1 *[/IURjiJ(d

8 In this case the individual values on the right hand side of the equation above are input to
9 CDE.

10 2.3.3. Birnbaum Importance

11 One of the rules used for detcrmining the valves and circuit breakers to be monitored in
12 this performance indicator permitted the exclusion of valves and circuit breakers with a
13 B~irnbaum importance less than l.Oe-06. To apply this screcning rule the Birnbaum
14 importance is calculated from the values derived in this section as:

15 B = CDF*A*/FV/UR]i,,d= CDF*/FV/UR/,,,p ,

16 EnsurC that the suipport system mit iato correction (ifapplicablc) amld the conmmion CauSC
17 correction are includcd in thc BirnbauM value tused to cxcladC com1pone)Clts h'1(mm

18 nmonito ine1.

19
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1 .?.4. Calculation of URDnc, URLBC and URRc

2 ' ation 3 includes tile three quantitics U-Ric . UR, ,;- andl URR/c fWhiCh a1r1C th1C
3 'i;n corrected plant specilic valuies ofunreliabiliv ftor tIhe failurc modcs Iail on
1 *. ld. fail to load and fail to rnm respcetively. This section discusscs tile calculation of

5 . -values. As discusscd in section 2.3 failurc modes considered for each component
6 r. are provided below.

7 Valves and Breakers:
8 Fail on Demand (OpenClose)

9 P"untmps:
10 Fail on D)emand (Start)
11 Fail to Run

12 Enerieencv Diesel GenCrators:
13 Fail on Demand (Start)
14 Fail to Load/Run
15 Fail to Run

16

17 URDBC is calculated as follows.5

18 URDBc= (Nd+a) Eq. 7
(a + b+D)

19 where in ihiscxpression:

20 Nd is the total number of failures on1 demand during the previous 12 quarters.

21 1D is tIhe total number of demands during the previous 12 quarters determniled in
22 section 2.2.1

23 Tle Vallues a and b are parameters of the industry prior, derived fromil industry
24 experience (see Table 4).

25 In tile calculation of equation 7 the numbers of demnands and failures is the sum of all
26 demands and failures for similar components wvithinir each system. Do not sumn across
27 units for a multi-unit plant. For example. for a plant with twvo trains of.Emerrgencv Diesel
28 Generators. the demands and failures for both trains would be added together for one
29 evaluation of equation 7 which would be used for both trains of EDGs.

30 URIBC is calculated as follows.

31 URLBC = (N +a) Eq. 8
(a+b+D)

32 where in this expression:

5 Atwood!, Corwin L., Constrained noninformative priors in risk assessment, Reliability Engineering
and System Safety, 53 (1996; 37-46)
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1 WI is the total I IMnfxC ,Hl fLi uIre tI It' I oad( api.;ll CaIb IM I)( ouII.) (Itidni- m thc
2 prI-Cevilos I 2 (it]r t I C <.

3 7) iS IIfIC tr ial Iri IubeI f I O loa(I (Ie!T'i of> du II theI ' I 1 .'I\ was2 q r II xfIy' ICI'tC iiiil(I

4 ill SCtiOI 2.2. 1

5 TIC \valucs (I al(d h cue patoctrs of -t1C iildustv-% Il)otr. d(erIvC(1 fir(on uidiustr

6 cxperiecc (sce lfale 01).

7 III IhC caIlltiCon Of e[naiioui S the ntllrhnhles of(IC nem 1d> d l> l anfi1lures is the sor of all
8 (!Cl-uoInfs an1d Ia iluires for s milan e tz ouocuiis \ i0thin 1 eah ! >teoi

9 R Ij,, is c(2cnlaredCatC s aSlkBl' S

10 URRBC (A, + t)* ) 9
(T. + b)

11 whereC:

12 .Y is tIhC total nltM1hcn Off I'lore> tO I till dotin- r thC preN iOnS 1 2 quarters

13 (determined in section 2.2.2^ .

14 T,; is the total II nnIh-Cr of rolin hI(nrs durintn the pre>' lous I 2 qniar-teIrs (deltermnined in
15 section 2.2.1)

16 7,,, is t]e r-isk-si Ciii fica ni iiiission timlc for tie comiponcint based on pkain specific
17 PRA modcl assuminptions. Whcre therc is more tlhain one Imission timc fbr differelnt
18 initiatilne CeCetS or SCeqeUCes (e.. tUrb-hinc-driven Al-lW pumrp fOr loss of offsite
19 p)OwCer With reCOver- \ Ce-SLIS loss of feCC\vatCr). the floncst mission time is to be
20 used.

21 and

22 a and b are parametcrs oftflh inc MdSt rV pr-ior. denCeC(d 1'from1 i d rvSt le\ C neCIcnCC (seC

23 Table 4).

24 In thc cacul]ationl of c(uatlioL) ' theC InLubil)crs of (einlan(lS ind ruti 11rOnr'S iS the sUlm of all
25 nin hours andi failures for sinil lar ComIponellnts wa ithln cach S\ stcIn. Do iot stimn across
26 onuits for a mniti-unit plant. For exatiiple. a plant with two tirains of F F lcrcnc\ Diesel
27 Generators. the lrun hours and falilurCs fOr both trains would be added totCether for one
28 evaluatioln of eqUation 9 Whiclh would hC used for bothl trail of FDGs.

29

30 2.3.5. Baseline Unreliabilitv Values

31 The baseline values for unreliability are contained in Table 4 and remain fixed.

32 Table 4. Industrv Priors and Parameters for Unreliabilitv

Component Failure Mode a a b a Industrv
MeanValue

b

I I I I IURBLC I
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Component Failure Mode a t b 2 Industry
M~ean\'alule

. h

UIWBLC

Circuit Breaker Fail to open (or 4.99E-1 6.2313+2 8.00E.-4
close)

Ilydraulic-operatedl Fail to open (or 4.9813-1 4.98E+2 1.00E-3
valve close)

Motor-operated valve Fail to open (or 4.99E-1 7.12E+2 7.00E-4
close)

Solenoid-operated valve Fail to open (or 4.9813-I 4.98E+2 I.00E-3
close)

Air-operated valve Fail to open (or 4.98E-I 4.98E+2 1.00E-3
close)

Motor-driven pump, Fail to start 4.9713-1 2.61 E+2 1.90E-3
standby Fail to 5.00E1-I 1.00E+4 5.00E-5

Motor-driven pump, Fail to start 4.98E-1 4.98E+2 1.00E-3
minning or alternating 5.0013- I 1 .OOE+5 5.0013-6

Fail to run

Turbine-driven pump, Fail to start 4.85E-1 5.3313+1 9.0013-3
AFWS 5.0013- 2.5013+3 2.00E-4

Fail to run

Turbine-driven pump, Fail to start 4.78E-1 3.63E+1 1.30E-2
IIPCI or RCIC 5.00E-] 2.50E+3 2.00E-4

Fail to run

Diesel-driven pump, Fail to start 4.80E1-1 3.95E+1 1.20E-2
AFWS 5.0013-1 2.5013+3 2.0013-4

Fail to run

Emergency diesel Fail to start 4.9213-1 9.7913+1 5.00E-3
generator 4.95E- I 1.64E+2 3.OOE-3

Fail to load/run

Fail to run 5.0013- I 6.25E+2 8.0013-4

TIllS TABLE IS SUBJECT TO UPDATE PRIOR TO IMPLEMENTATION

a. A constrained, non-informative prior is assumed. For failure to run events, a = 0.5 and
b = (a)/(mean rate). For failure upon demand events, a is a function of the mean
probability:

1

2
3
4

NOTE:

5
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Mean Probability a

0.0 to 0.0025 0. 0

>(0.0025 to 0.0 Io 0.49

>(0.010 to 0.016 0.48

>0.016 to 0.023 0.47

>0.023 to 0 027 0.46

Thein b - (a)( .0 - mean probability)/(mncan probability).

b. Failure to run events occurring within the first hour of opcration are included within
the fail to start failure modle. Failure to run events occurrinOg after the first hour of
operation are include(d wvitlinl the fail to run failure mode.

1

2
3
4
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1 3. Establislhing Statistical Significance

2 This performance indicator establishes an acceptable level of performancc for the monitored
3 systems that is reflected in the baseline reliability values in Table 4. Plant specific differences
4 from this acceptable performance arc interpreted in the context of the risk significance of the
5 difference from the acceptable performance level. It is expected that a system that is performing
6 at an acceptable performance level will see variations in performance over the monitoring period.
7 For example a system-may, on average, see three failures in a three year period at the accepted
8 level of reliability. It is expected, due to normal performance variation, that this system will
9 sometimes experience two or four failures in a three year period. It is not appropriate that a

10 system should be placed in a white performance band due to expected variation in measured
11 performance. This problem is most noticeable for risk sensitive systems that have few demands
12 in the three year monitoring period.

13 This problem is resolved by applying a limit of 5.0e-07 to the magnitude of the most significant
14 failure in a system. This ensures that one failure beyond the expected number of failures alone
15 cannot result in MSPI > I.Oc-06. A MSPI > 1.Oc-06 will still be a possible result if there is
16 significant system unavailability, or failures in other components in the system.

17 This limit on the maximum 'valtuc of the most significant failure in a system is only applied if the
18 MSPI value calculated without the application of the limit is less than l.Oe-05.

19 This calculation will be performed by the CDE software; no additional input values are required.

20

21 4. Calculation of System Component Performance Limits

22 The mitigating systems chosen to be monitored are generally the most important systems in
23 nuclear power stations. However, in some cases the system may not be as important at a specific
24 station. This is generally due to specific features at a plant, such as diverse methods of achieving
25 the same function as the monitored system. In these cases a significant degradation in
26 performance could occur before the risk significance reached a point where the MSPI would
27 cross the white boundary. In cases such as this it is not likely that the performance degradation
28 would be limited to that one system and may well involve cross cutting issues that would
29 potentially affect the performance of other mitigating systems.

30 A performance based criterion for determining declining performance is used as an additional
31 | decision crilcrionefitei4a for determining that performance of a mitigating system has degraded
32 to the white band. This decision is based on deviation of system performance from expected
33 performance. The decision criterion was developed such that a system is placed in the white
34 performance band when there is high confidence that system performance has degraded even
35 though MSPI < I.Oe-06.

36 The criterion is applied to each component type in a system. If the number of failures'in a 36
37 month period for a component type exceeds a performance based limit, then the system is
38 considered to be performing at a white level, 'regardless of the MSPI calculated value. The
39 performance based limit is calculated ini two steps:

40 1. Determine the expected number Of failures for a component type and

41 2. Calculate the performance limit from this value.
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1 The expected number of failures is calculated from the relation

2 F-( -- Nd *) -4.* 7

3 Where:

4 Nj is the number of demands

5 p is the probability of failure on demand, from Table 4.

6 2. is the failurc rate, from Table 4.

7 7, is the runtimc of the component

8 This Xvaluc is used in the followin2 expression to determine the maximum number of failures:

9 FM = 4.65 * Fc + 4.2

10 If the actual number of failures (Fa) of a similar group of components (components that are
1 I grouped for the purpose of pooling data) within a system in a 36 month period exceeds Fm, then
12 the system is placed in the white performance band or the level dictated by the MSPI calculation
13 if the MSPI calculation is > I E-5.

14 This calculation will be performed by the CDE software, no additional input values are required.

15

16 5. Additional Guidance for Specific Systems

17 This guidance describes typical system scopes and train determinations. Individual plants should
18 include the systems and components employed at their plant that are necessary to satisfy the
19 functions described in this section that have been determined to be risk significant per NUMARC
20 93-01 and are reflected in their PRAs.

21

22 Emergency AC Power Systems

23 Scope

24 The function monitored for the emergency AC power system is the ability of the emergency
25 generators to provide AC power to the class I E buses following a loss of off-site power. The
26 emergency AC power system is typically comprised of two or more independent emergency
27 generators that provide AC power to class I E buses following a loss of off-site power. The
28 emergency generator dedicated to providing AC power to the high pressure core spray system in
29 BWRs is not within the scope of emergency AC power.

30 The EDG component boundary includes the generator body, generator actuator, lubrication
31 system (local), fuel system (local or (lay tank), cooling components (local), startup air system
32 receiver, exhaust and combustion air system, dedicated diesel battery (which is not part of the
33 normal DC distribution system), individual diesel generator control system, cooling w atrc
34 isolatiolnl v al\ es circuit breaker for supply to safeguard buses and their associated control circuit.
35 . Air compressors are not part of the EDG component boundary.

36 The fuel transfer pumps required to meet the PRA mission time arc within the system boundary,
3 7 but arc not considered to be a monitored component for reliability monitoring in the EDG
38 system. Additionally they are monitored for contribution to train unavailability only if an EDG
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I train can only be supplied from a single transfer pump. Where the capability exists to supply an
2 EDG from redundant transfer pumps, the contribution to the EDG MSPI from these components
3 is expected to be small compared to the contribution from the EDG itself. Monitoring the transfer
4- pumps for reliability is not practical because accurate estimations of demands and run hours are
5 not feasible (due to the auto start and stop feature of the pump) considering the expected small
6 contribution to the index.

7 Emergency generators that are not safety grade, or that serve a backup role only (e.g., an
8 alternate AC power source), are not included in the performance reporting.

9 T'rain D)ctermination

10 The number of emergency AC power system trains for a unit is equal to the number of class I E
11 emergency generators that are available to power safe-shutdown loads in the event of a loss of
12 off-site power for that unit. Therc are three typical configurations for EDGs at a multi-unit
1 3 station:

14 1. EDGs dedicated to only one unit.

15 2. One or more EDGs are available to "swing" to either unit

16 3. All EDGs can supply all units

17 For configuration 1, the number of trains for a unit is equal to the number of EDGs dedicated to
18 the unit. For configuration 2, the number of trains for a unit is equal to the number of dedicated
19 EDGs for that unit plus the number of "swing" EDGs available to that unit (i.e., The "swing"
20 EDGs are included in the train count for each unit). For configuration 3, the number of trains is
21 equal to the number of EDGs.

22 Clarifvin_ Notes

23 The emergency diesel generators are not considered to be available during the following portions
24 of periodic surveillance tests unless recovery from the test configuration during accident
25 conditions is virtually certain, as described in "Credit for operator recovery actions during
26 testing," can be satisfied; or the duration of the condition is less than fifteen minutes per train at
27 one time:

28 * Load-mn testing

29 * Barring

30 An EDG is not considered to have failed due to any of the following events:

31 * spurious operation of a trip that would be bypassed in a loss of offsite power event

32 * malfunction of equipment that is not required to operate during a loss of offsite power event
33 (e.g., circuitry used to synchronize the EDG with off-site power sources)

34 * failure to start because a redundant portion of the starting system was intentionally disabled
35 for test purposes, if followed by a successful start with the starting system in its normal
36 alignment

37
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1 BWR High Pressure Injection Systems

2 (Iligh Pressure Coolant Injection, High Pressure Core Spray, and Feedwater Coolant
3 Injection)

4 Scope

5 These systems function at high pressure to maintain reactor coolant inventory and to remove
6 decay heat.

7 The function monitored for the indicator is the ability of the monitored system to take suction
8 from the suppression pool (and from the condensate storage tank, if required to meet the PRA
9 success criteria and mission times) and inject into the reactor vessel. . The mitigation of ATWS

1 0 events with a high pressure injection system is not considered a function to be monitored by the
11 MSPL. (Note, however, that the FV values will include ATWS events).

1 2 Plants should monitor either the high-pressure coolant injection (lIPCI), the high-pressure core
1 3 spray (1lIPCS). or the feedwater coolant injection (FWCI) system, whichever is installed. The
1 4 turbine and governor and associated piping and valves for turbine steam supply and exhaust are
1 5 within the scope of the 1IPCI system. The flow path for the steam supply to a turbine driven
16 pump is included from the steam source (main steam lines) to the pump turbine. The motor
1 7 driven pump for F1PCS and FWCI are in scope along with any valves that must change state such
18 as low flow valves in FWCI. Valves in the feedwater line are not considered within the scope of
19 these systems because they are normally open during operation and do not need to change state
20 for these systems to operate. However waterside valves up to the feedwater line are in scope if
21 they need to change state such as the HPCI injection valve.

22 The emergency generator dedicated to providing AC power to the high-pressure core spray
23 system is included in the scope of the HPCS. The HPCS system typically includes a "water leg"
24 pump to prevent water hammer in the HPCS piping to the reactor vessel. The "water leg" pump
25 and valves in the "water leg" pump flow path arc ancillary components and are not included in
26 the scope of the lIPCS system. Unavailability is not included while critical if the system is below
27 steam pressure specified in technical specifications at which the system can be operated.

28 Ovster Creek

29 For Oyster Creek the design does not include any high pressure injection system beyond the
30 normal feed water system. For the BWR high pressure injection system, Oyster Creek will
31 monitor the Core Spray system. a low pressure injection system.

32 Train Determination

33 The I IPCI and HPCS systems are considered single-train systems. The booster pump and other
34 small pumps are ancillary components not used in determining the number of trains. The effect
35 of these pumps on system performance is included in the system indicator to the extent their
36 failure detracts from the ability of the system to perform its risk-significant function. For the
37 FWCI system. the number of trains is determined by the number of feedwatcr pumps. The
38 number of condensate and feedwater booster pumps are not used to determine the number of
39 trains. It is recommended that the DG that provides dedicated power to the I llPCS system be
40 monitored as a separate "train" (or segment) for unavailability as the risk importance of the DG
41 is less than the fluid parts of the system.
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I Reactor Core isolation Cooling

2 (or Isolation Condenser)

3 Scope

4 This system functions at high pressure to remove decay heat. The RCIC system also functions to
5 maintain reactor coolant inventory.

6 The function monitored for the indicator is the ability of the RCIC system to cool the reactor
7 vessel core and provide makeup water by taking a suction from the suppression pool (and from
8 the condensate storage tank, if required to meet the PRA success criteria and mission times) and-
9 inject into the reactor vessel

10 The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCJC) system turbine, governor, and associated piping and
11 valves for steam supply and exhaust are within the scope of the RCIC system. Valves in the
12 feedwater line are not considered within the scope of the RCJC system because they are normally
13 open during operation and do not have to change state for RCIC to perform its function.

14 The function monitored for the Isolation Condenser is the ability to cool the reactor by
15 transferring heat from the reactor to the Isolation Condenser wvater volume. The Isolation
16 Condenser and inlet valves are within the scope of Isolation Condenser system along with the
17 connecting active valve for isolation condenser makeup. Unavailability is not included while
18 critical if the system is below steam pressure specified in technical specifications at which the
19 system can be operated.

20 Train Determination

21 The RCIC system is considered a single-train system. The condensate and vacuum pumps are
22 ancillary components not used in determining the number of trains. The effect of these pumps on
23 RCIC performance is included in the system indicator to the extent that a component failure
24 results in an inability of the system to perform its risk-significant function.

25 For Isolation Condensers, a train is a flow path from the reactor to the isolation condenser back
26 to the reactor. The connecting active valve for isolation condenser makeup is included in the
27 train.

28

29 BWR Residual Heat Removal Systems'

30 Scope

31 The function 'monitored for the BWR residual heat removal (RI-IR) system is the ability of the
32 RMIR system to provide suppression pool cooling. The pumps, heat exchangers, and associated
33 piping and valves for this function are included in the scope of the RI-JR system. If an RHR
34 system has pumps that do not perform a heat removal function (e.g. cannot connect to a heat
35 exchanger, dedicated LPCI pumps) they are not included in the scope of this indicator.

36

37 Train Determination

38 The number of trains in the RIIR system is determined as follows.- If the number of heat
39 I exchangers and pumps is the same, the number of heat exchangers determines the number of
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1 trains. If the number of heat exchangers and pumps are diffcrent, the number of trains should be
2 that used by the PRA model. Typically this would be two pumps and one hiCal exchanger
3 forming a train where the train is unavailable only if both pumps arc unavailable, or two ptumips
4 and one heat exchanger forming two trains with the heat exchanger as a shared component wvhcre
5 a train is unavailable if a pump is unavailable and both trains are unavailable i 'the heat
6 exchanger is unavailable.

7

8 PWR High Pressure Safety Injection Systems

9 Scope

10 These systems are used primarily to maintain reactor coolant inventory at high RCS pressures
11 following a loss of reactor coolant. HPSI system operation involves transferring an initial supply
12 of water from the refueling water storage tank (RWST) to cold leg piping of the reactor coolant
13 system. Once the RWST inventory is depleted, recirculation of water from the reactor building
14 emergency sump is required. The function monitored for IIPSI is the ability of a 1iIPSI train to
15 take a suction from the primary water source (typically. a borated water tank), or from the
16 containment emergency sump, and inject into the reactor coolant system.

17 The scope includes the pumps and associated piping and valves from both the refueling water
18 storage tank and from the containment sump to the pumps, and from the pumps into the reactor
19 coolant system piping. For plants where the high-pressure injection pump takes suction from the
20 residual heat removal pumps, the residual heat removal pump discharge header isolation valve to
21 the 1-IPSI pump suction is included in the scope of HPSI system. Some components may be
22 included in the scope of more than one train. For example, cold-leg injection lines may be fed
23 from a common header that is supplied by both HPSI trains. In these cases, the effects of testing
24 or component failures in an injection line should be reported in both trains.

25 Train Determination

26 In general, the number of IIPSI system trains is defined by the number of high head injection
27 paths that provide cold-leg and/or hot-leg injection capability, as applicable.

28 For Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) reactors, the design features centrifugal multi-stage pumps
29 used for high pressure injection (about 2,500 psig) and no hot-leg injection path. Recirculation
30 from the containment sump requires lining up the HPI pump suctions to the Low-Pressure
31 Injection (LPI) pump discharges for adequate NPSH. This is typically a two-train system, with
32 an installed spare pump (depending on plant-specific design) that can be aligned to either train.

33 For two-loop Westinghouse plants, the pumps operate at a lower pressure (about 1 600 psig) and
34 there may be a hot-leg injection path in addition to a cold-leg injection path (both are included as
35 a part of the train).

36 For Westinghouse three-loop plants, the design features three centrifugal pumps that operate at
37 high pressure (about 2500 psig), a cold-leg injection path through the 131T (with two trains of
38 redundant valves), an alternate cold-leg injection path, and two hot-leg injection paths. One of
39 the pumps is considered an installed spare. Recirculation is provided by taking suction from the
40 RIJR pump discharges. A train consists of a pump, the pump suction valves and boron injection
41 tank (BIT) injection line valves electrically associated with the pump, and the associated hot-leg
42 injection path. The alternate cold-leg injection path is required for recirculation. and should be
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1 included in the train with which its isolation valve is electrically associated. This represents a
2 two-train IIPSI system.

3 For Four-loop Westinghouse plants, the design features two centrifugal pumps that operate at
4 high pressure (about 2500 psig), two centrifugal pumps that operate at an intermediate pressure
5 (about 1600 psig), a BIT injection path (with twio trains of injection valves), a cold-leg safety
6 injection path, and two hot-leg injection paths. Recirculation is provided by taking suction from
7 the R1IR pump discharges. Each of two high pressure trains is comprised of a high pressure
8 centrifugal pump, the pump suction valves and BIT valves that are electrically associated with
9 the pump. Each of two intermediate pressure trains is comprised of the safety injection pump, the

10 suction valves and the hot-leg injection valves electrically associated with the pump. The cold-
11 leg safety injection path can be fed with either safety injection pump, thus it should be associated
12 with both intermediate pressure trains. This JIPSI system is considered a four-train system for
13 monitoring purposes.

14 For Combustion Engineering (CE) plants, the design features two or three centrifugal pumps that
15 operate at intermediate pressure (about 1300 psig) and provide flow to four cold-leg injection
16 paths or two hot-leg injection paths. In most designs,-the lIPS] pumps take suction directly from
17 the containment sump for recirculation. In these cases, the sump suction valves are included
18 within the scope of the IIPSI system. This is a two-train system (two trains of combined cold-leg
19 and hot-leg injection capability). One of the three pumps is typically an installed spare that can
20 be aligned to either train or only to one of the trains (depending on plant-specific design).

21

22 PMR Auxiliary Feedwater Systems

23 Scope

24 The function of the AFW system is to provide decay heat removal via the steam generators to
25 cool down and depressurize the reactor coolant system following a reactor trip. The mitigation of
26 ATWN'S events with the AFW system is not considered a function to be monitored by the MSPI.
27 (Note, however, that the FV values will include ATWS events).

28 The function monitored for the indicator is the ability of the AFW system to take a suction from
29 a water source (typically, the condensate storage tank and if required to meet the PRA success
30 criteria and mission time, from an alternate source) and to inject into at least one steam
31 generator.

32 The scope of the auxiliary feedwater (AFWV) or emergency feedwater (EFWV) systems includes
33 the pumps and the components in the flow paths from the condensate storage tank and, if
34 required, the valve(s) that connect the altermative water source to the auxiliary feedwaler system.
35 The flow path for the steam supply to a turbine driven pump is included from the steam source
36 (main steam lines) to the pump turbine. Pumps included in the Technical Specifications (subject
37 to a Limiting Condition for Operation) are included in the scope of this indicator. Some initiating
38 events, such as a feedwater line break, may require isolation of AWM flow to the affected steam
39 generator to prevent flow diversion from the unaffected steam generator. This function should be
40 considered a monitored function if it is required.
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1 Train Determination

2 The number of trains is determined primarily by the number of parallcl pumps. For example, a
3 system with three pumps is defined as a thr-ee-train system, wheither it feeds twvo, three, or four
4 injection lines, and regardless of the flow capacity of the pumps. Some components may be
5 included in the scope of more than one train. For example, one set of flow regulatino valves and
6 isolation valves in a three-pump. two-steam generator system are included in the motor-driven
7 pump train with which they are electrically associated, but they are also included (along with the
8 redundant set of valves) in the turbine-driven pUMp train. In these instances, the effects oftesting
9 or failure of the valves should be reported in both affected trains. Similarly, when two trains

10 provide flow to a common header, the effect of isolation or flow regulating valve failures in
11 paths connected to the header should be considered in both trains.

12

13 PWR Residual Heat Removal System

14 Scope

15 The function monitored for the PWR residual heat removal (RIIR) system is the long term decay
16 heat removal function to mitigate those transients that cannot rely on the steam generators alone
17 for decay heat removal. These typically include the low-pressure injection function and the
18 recirculation mode used to cool and recirculate water from the containment sump following
19 depletion of RWST inventory to provide decay heat removal. The pumps, heat exchangers, and
20 associated piping and valves for those functions are included in the scope ofthe RIIR system.
21 Containment spray function should be included if it provides a risk significant decay heat
22 removal function. Containment spray systems that only provide containment pressure control are
23 not included.

24 CE Designed NSSS

25 CE ECCS designs differ from the description above.. CE designs run all ECCS pumps during the
26 injection phase (Containment Spray (CS), High Pressure Safety Injection (lll'Sl), and Low
27 Pressure Safety Injection (LPSI)), and on Recirculation Actuation Signal (RAS), the LPSI
28 pumps are automatically shutdown, and the suction of the JlPSI and CS pumps is shifted to the
29 containment sump. The HIPSI pumps then provide the recirculation phase core injection, and the
30 CS pumps by drawing inventory out of the sump, cooling it in heat exchangers, and spraying the
31 cooled water into containment, support the core injection inventory cooling.

32 For the RHR function the CE plant design uses ]IPSI to take a suction from the sump, CS to cool
33 the fluid, and HIPSI to inject at low pressure into the RCS. Due to thesc design differences, CE
34 plants with this design should monitor this function in the following manner. The two
35 containment spray pumps and associated coolers should be counted as two trains of RIIR
36 providing the recirculation cooling. Therefore, for the CEF designed plants two trains should be
37 monitored, as follows:

38 * Train I (recirculation mode) Consisting of the "A" containment spray pump, the required
39 spray pump heat exchanger and associated flow path valves.

40 * Train 2 (recirculation mode) Consisting of the "B" containment spray pump, the required
41 spray pump heat exchanger and associated flow path valves.
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I Surry, North Anna and Beaver Vallev Unit I

2 The at power RIR function, is provided by two 100% low head safety injection pumps taking
3 suction from the containment sump and injecting to theRCS at low pressure and w ith the heat
4 exchanger function (containment sump water cooling) provided by four 50% containment
5 recirculation spray system pumps and heat exchangers.

6 The RIlR Performance Indicator should be calculated as follows. The low head safety injection
7 and recirculation spray pumps and associated coolers should be counted as two trains of RI IR
8 providing the recirculation cooling, function as follows:

9 * "A" train consisting of the "A" LIISI pump, associated MOVS and the required "A" Irain
10 recirculation spray pumps heat exchangers, and MOVS.

11 * "B" train consisting of the "B" LI-SI pump, associated MOVS and the required "B" train
12 recirculation spray pumps, heat exchangers, and MOVS.

13 Beaver Valley Unit 2

14 The at power RIR function, is provided by two 100% containment recirculation spray pumps
15 taking suction from the containment sump, and injecting to the RCS at low pressure. The heat
16 exchanger function is provided by two 100% capacity containment recirculation spray system
17 heat exchangers, one per train. The RIIR Performance Indicator should be calculated as follows.
18 The two containment recirculation spray pumps and associated coolers should be counted as two
19 trains of RIHR providing the recirculation cooling.

20 Two trains should be monitored as follows:

21 * Train I (recirculation mode) Consisting of the containment recirculation spray pump
22 associated MOVS and the required recirculation spray pump heat exchanger and MOVS.

23 * Train 2 (recirculation mode) Consisting of containment recirculation spray pump
24 associated MOVS and the required recirculation spray pump heat exchanger, and MOVS.

25 Train Determination

26 The number of trains in the RMIR system is determined by the number of parallel RH-JR heat
27 exchangers. Some components are used to provide more than one function of RIIR. If a
28 component cannot perform as designed, rendering its associated train incapable of meeting one
29 of the risk-significant functions, then the train is considered to be failed. Unavailable hours
30 would be reported as a result of the component failure.

31

32 Cooling Water Support System

33 Scope

34 The functions monitored for the cooling water support system are those functions that are
35 l necessary (i.e. Technical Specification-required) to provide for direct cooling of the components
36 in the other monitored systems. It does not include indirect cooling provided by room coolers or
37 other IIVAC features.

38 Systems that provide this function typically include service water and component cooling water
39 or their cooling water equivalents. Pumps, valves, heat exchangers and line segments that are
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1 necessary to provide cooling to the other monitorcd systems are inclhdcd in the system, scopc up
2 to, but not including, the last valve that connects the cooling watern snnpport system lo components

3 in a single monitored system. This last valve is included in the other monitored systemn
4 boundary. If the last Xalve provides cooling to SSCs in more than one monitored svstem, then it
5 is included in the cooling water support system. Service water systems are typically open "raw
6 water" systems that use natural sources of water such as rivers. lakes or oceans. Component
7 Cooling Water systems are typically closed "clean water" systems.

8 Valves in the cooling \vater support system that must close to ensure sufficient cooling to the
9 other monitored system components to meet risk significani fUnctions are included in the system

10 boundary.

11 If a cooling water system provides cooling to only one monitored sysictm, then it shoul]( be
12 included in the scope of that monitored system. Systems that are dedicatcd to cooling RUR heat
13 exchangers only are include(d in the cooling water support system scope.

14 Train Determination

15 The number of trains in the Cooling\ Water Support System will vary considerably from plant to
16 plant. The way these functions are modeled in the plant-specific PRA wvill determine a logical
17 approach for train determination. For example, if the PRA modeled separate pump and line
18 segments, then the number of pumpls and line segments would be the number of trains.

19 Clarifying Notes

20 Service water pump strainers, cyclone separators, and traveling screens arc not considered to be
21 monitored components and are therefore not part of URI. However, clogging of strainers and
22 screens that render the train unavailable to perform its risk significant cooling function (which
23 includes the risk-significant mission times) are included in UAI. Note, however, if the service
24 water pumps fail due to a problem with the strainers, cyclone separators, or traveling screens, the
25 failure is included in the URI.

26
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1

Figure F-I

5 * Thc Fuel Transfer Pump is included in the EDG System Boundary. See Section 5 for monitoring requirernents.
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1

Turbine Driven Pump Boundary
2

3 Figure F-4
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* Non-monitored
Components

(1 of 2 valves per system (1 of 2 valves per train
success criteria) success criteria)
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Figure F-S
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1 NEI 99-02 Appendix G, NlSPI Basis Document Development
2
3
4 To implement the Mitigating Systems Performance Index (MSPI), Licensees will develop a plant
5 specific basis document that documents the information and assumptions used to calculate the
6 Reactor Oversight Program (ROP) MSPL. This basis document is necessary-to support the NRC
7 inspection process, and to record the assumptions and data used in developing the MSPI on each
8 site. A summary of any changes to the basis document are noted in the comment section of the
9 quarterly data submission to the NRC.

10
11 The Basis document will have two major sections. The first described below will document the
12 information used in'developing the MSPJ. The second section will document the conformance
13 of the plant specific PRA to the requirements that are outlined in this appendix.
14
15 1. MSPI Data
16
17 The basis document provides a separate section for each monitored system as defined in Section
18 2.2 of NEI 99-02. The section for each monitored system contains the following subsections:
19
20 A. System Boundaries
21 This section contains a description of the boundaries for each train of the monitored system.
22 A plant drawing or figure (training type figure) should be included and marked adequately
23 (i.e., highlighted trains) to show the boundaries. The guidance for determining the
24 boundaries is provided in Appendix F, Section 1.1 of NEI 99-02.
25
26 B. Risk Significant Functions
27 This section lists the risk significant functions for each train of the monitored system. Risk
28 Significant Functions are defined in section 2.2 of NEI 99-02. Additional detail is given in
29 Appendix F, Section 2.1.1 and Section 5 "Additional Guidance for Specific Systems". A
30 single list for the system may be used as long as any differences between trains are clearly
31 identified. This section may also be combined with the section on Success Criteria if a
32 combination of information into a table format is desired.
33
34 C. Success Criteria
35 This section documents the success criteria as defined in Section 2.2 of NEI 99-02 for each
36 of the identified risk significant functions identified for the system. Additional detail is given
37 in Appendix F, Section 2.1.1. The criteria used should be the documented PRA success
38 criteria. If the licensee has chosen to use design basis success criteria in the PRA, it is not
39 required to separately document them other than to indicate that is what was used. If success
40 criteria from the PRA arc different from the design basis. then the specific differences from
41 the design basis success criteria §hall be documented in this section. Where there are
42 different success criteria for different functions or initiators, all should be recorded and the
43 most restrictive shown as theone used.
44
45 D. Mission Time
46 This section documents the risk significant mission time as defined in Section 2.3.4 of NEI
47 99-02 for each of the identified risk significant functions identified for the system.
48
49 E. Monitored Components
50 This section documents the selection of monitored components as defined in Appendix F,
51 Section 2.1.2 of NEI 99-02 in each train of the monitored system. A listing of all monitored
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1 pumps, breakers and FDG's should be include(d in this section. A listing ol fAOVs. lOVs,
2 SOVs and MOVs that change state to achieve the risk sigenificant functions should be
3 provided as potential monitored components. The basis for excluding valves in this list from
4 monitoring should be provide(d. Component boundaries as dcscribcd in Appendix F. Section
5 2.1.3 of NEI 99-02 should be include(d where appropriate.
6
7 F. Basis for Demands/Run Hours (estimate or actual)
8 The determination of reliability largely relics oIn the XvalICs of (Icmanlis. run hours and
9 failures of components to develop a failure rate. This section documents how the licensee

10 w ill] determine the demands on a component. Sevcral methods may be use(l.
11 * Actual counting of de3mands/run hours during the rcporting period
12 * An estimate of demands/rnl- hours based on the numbcr of timcs a procedure or other

143 activities is performed plus actual FSF dcnmands/run hours

15 * An estimate based on historical data over a year or more averaged ior a quarterly average
16 plus actual ESF demands/run hours
17 The method used is described and the basis information documented.
18
19 C. Short Duration Unavailability
20 This section provides a list of any periodic surveillances or evolutions of less than 1 5 minutes
21 of unavailability that the licensee does not include in train unavailability. The intent is to
22 minimize unnecessary burden of data collection, documentation, and verification because
23 these short durations have insignificant risk impact.
24
25 ll. PRA Information used in the MSPI
26

27 I. Unavailability FV and UA
28 This section includes a table or spreadsheet that lists the basic events for unavailability
29 for each train of the monitored systems. This listing should include the probability, FV,
30 and FV/probability ratio and text description of the basic cevnt or component ID. An
31 example format is provided as Table I at the end of this appendix.
32
33 a) Unavailability Baseline Data
34 This section includes the baseline unavailability data by train for each monitored
35 system. The discussion should include the basis for the baseline values used. The
36 detailed basis for the baseline data may be included in an appendix to the MSPI
37 Basis Document if desired.
38
39 b) Treatment of Support System Initiator(s)
40 This section documents whether the cooling water systems are an initiator or not.
41 This section provides a description of how the plant will include the support system
42 initiator(s) as described in Appendix F of NEI 99-02. If an analysis is performed
43 for a plant specific value, the calculation must be documented in accordance With
44 plant processes and referred to here. The results should also be included in this
45 section. A sample table format for prcsenting the results of a plant specific
46 calculation for those plants that do not explicitly model the cffcct oln the initiating
47 event contribution to risk is shown in Table 3 at the end of this appendix.

48
49 2. Unreliability FV and UR
50 |This;,se-et-ien1-in-el:ides a able- orresheet hab-l ists t-hc' basic exien ls -Ia- e-omponei-nt

51 t41 iwlus-4eaeh-titt4Pi-mti ut >-Lhis Ii sting-shuhtici ule thte prVobabi i t-i-t 4
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1 teiammoweause a Itj-m*tffc4eiad4Wrotmhi rati-m144e*m-des-i4pt i*On-*1the
2 basieeAt-el r-nlpenet-- .ne-einpke-foria1t-isrfedafi*14 e ene k4
3 ?hisppen -f-individta Hitre-} t t f70iitits C t%- . }est flaIie)-.iArtye-*tsin
4 Ast ':
5 t alues Cooling wai-e
6 tisteml-pUrnp-,Ae4eflt-4e &-feitheaNst-hueh- 3 as-Gil-i-- puts-shettId--be- "leieil
7 There are two options described in Appendix } for the selection of FV and UR ltalucs.
8 the selected option should he identified in this Scclion. This section also includes a table
9 or sprcadshcci that lists the PRA information for each monitored Componcnt. This

10 listing should include the Component ID, event probability. I-'. the common cause
11 aditjstmnent factor and } Vi/probability ratio and text description ol the basic event or
12 component 11). An example format is provided as T-able 2 at the cid of this appendix. II'
13 individual ailture mode ratios (vice the maximum ratio) will be used in the calculation of
14 IISPI. then each failure mode for each component will mc listed in the table.
15
16 A separate table should be provided in an appendix to the basis document that provides
17 the complete set of basic events for each component: An example of this for one
18 component is shown in Table 3 at the end of this appendix. Only the basic eveill chosen
19 for the MSI'I calculation requires completion of all table entries.
20
21 a) Treatment of Support System Initiator(s)
22 This section documents whether the cooling water systems are an initiator or not.
23 This section provides a description' of how the plant will include the support system
24 initiator(s) as described in Appendix F of NEI 99-02. If an analysis is performed for
25 a plant specific value, the calculation must be documented in accordance with plant
26 processes and referred to here. The results should also be included in this section. A
27 sample table format for presenting the results of a plant specific calculation for those
28 plants that do not explicitly model the effect on the initiating event contribution to
29 risk is shown in Table 4 at the end of this appendix.
30
31 b) Calculation of Common Cause Factor
32 This section contains the description of how the plant will determine the common
33 cause factor as described in Appendix F of NEI 99-02. If an analysis is performed
34 for a plant specific value, the calculation must be documented in accordance with
35 plant processes and referred to here. The results should also be included in this
36 section.
37
38 1. Assumptions
39 This section documents any specific assumptions made in determination of the MSPI
40 information that may need to be documented. Causes for documentation in this section could
41 be special methods of counting hours or runtimes based on plant specific designs or
42 processes, or other instances not clearly covered by the guidance in NEI 99-02.
43
44 11. PRA REQUIREMENTS
45
46 Discussion
47
48 The MSPI application can be considered a Phase 2 application under the NRC's phased
49 approach 'to PRA quality. The MSPI is an index that is based'on an internal initiating events,
50 full-power PRA, for which the ASME Standard has been written. The Standard has been
51 endorsed by the staff in RG 1.200, which has been issued for trial use.
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2 Licensees should assure that their PRA is of sufficicnt technical adequ acy to support the
3 MSPI application by One of the fol0loVin2 altC-naltives:
4
5 Alternative A (Consistent with INISPI PRA Task Group recommen(lations)
6
7 a) Resolve the peer review Facts and Observations (F&Os) for the plant PRA that are
8 classified as being in category A or 13. or document the basis for a determination that any
9 open A or B F&Os will not significantly impact the MSI I calculation. Open A or B

10 F&Os arc significant if collcctively their resolution impacts any Birnbaum values used in
11 MSPI by more than a factor of'). Appropriate sensitivity studies may be performed to
12 quantify the impact. If an open A or 13 F&() cannot be resolved by January 1, 2006 and
13 significantly impacts the MSlP] calculation, a modified Birnbaum value equal to a factor
14 of 3 times the median Birnbaum value from the associated cross comparison group for
15 the component should be use(d in the NMS1I calculation untill the F&O is resolved.
16
17 And
18
19 b) Perform a self assessmcnt using the NI -00-02 process as modified by Appendix 13 of
20 RG 1200 for the ASME PRA Standar(l supporting level requirements identified by the
21 MSPI PRA task group and resolve any identified issues or document the basis for a
22 dctermination that any open issues will not significantly impact the MSPI calculation.
23 Identified issues are considered significant if they impact any Birnbaum values used in
24 MSPI by more than a factor of 3. Appropriate sensitivity studies may be performed to
25 quantify the impact. If an identified issue cannot be resolved by January 1, 2006 and
26 significantly impacts the MSPI calculation, a modified Birnbaum value equal to a factor
27 of 3 times the median Birnbaum value from the associated cross comparison group for
28 the component should be used in the MSPI calculation until the issue is resolved.
29
30 Alternative B (Consistent with KG 1.174 guidance)
31
32 a) Resolve the peer review F&Os for the plant PRA that are classified as being in category
33 A or B, or document the basis for a detenrnination that any open A or B F&Os will not
34 significantly impact the MSPI calculation. Open A or B F&Os are significant if
35 collectively their resolution impacts any Birnbaum values used in MSPI by more than a
36 factor of 3. Appropriate sensitivity studies may be performed to quantify the impact. If
37 an open A or B F&O cannot be resolved by January 1. 2006 and significantly impacts
38 the MSPI calculation, a modified Birnbaum value equal to a factor of 3 times the median
39 Birnbaum value from the associated cross comparison group for the component should be
40 used in the MSPI calculation until the F&O is resolved.
41
42 And
43
44 b) Disposition any candidate outlier issues identified by the industry PRA cross comparison
45 activity. The disposition of candidatc outlier issues can be accomplished by:
46
47 * Correcting or updating the PRA model;
48
49 . Demonstrating that outlier identification was due to valid design or PRA modeling
50 methods; or
51
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1 * Using a modified Birnbaum value equal to a factor of 3 limes the median value from
2 the associated cross comparison group for the outlier until ihe PRA model is
3 corrected or updated.
4
5
6 PRA NISPI Documentation lRequirements
7
8 A. Licensees should provide a summary of their PRA models to include thc following:
9

10 1. Approved version and date used to develop MSPI data
11 2. Plant base CDF for MSPI
12 3. Truncation level used to develop MSPI data
13
14 13. Licensees should document the technical adequacy of their PRA models, including:
15
16 I. Justification for any open category A or B F&Os that will not be resolved prior to
17 December 31, 2005.
18 2. Justificaiion for any open issues from:
19 a. the self-assessment performed for the supporting requirements (SR) identified in
20 Table 5, taking into consideration Appendix B of RG 1.200 (trial), with particular
21 attention to the notes in Table 4 of the MSPI PRA task group report.
22
23 - Oil -
24
25 b. identification of any candidate outliers for the plant from the industry owvners
26 group cross-comparison.
27
28
29 C. Licensees should document in their PRA archival documentation:
30
31 1. A description of the resolution of the A and B category F&Os identified by the peer
32 reviev team.
33
34 2. Technical bases for the PRA.
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
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1

2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Ill. TABLES

Table I Unavailability Data HPSI (one table per system)

Train IBasic Event Name Basic Event Description
Basic Event Probability

(lAP\)
I A II SIAPO2 -----MP6Cm IlplPm nvial u to Mrntc -320E-03

I 3 I ISIBP02 ---- MP6C:M I [S P~I.P1iPB Un~available Due to Mitc 13.20F-03

1.\dillsIed for 11A.E coyrrcclionl if' used]

T)I~IhI v 7 k ~\\ cx ~tIII \ 1 oI it o rd (' "I1vn I)hIII lt PR Q In fi I Ill)Ii

(on ponent B"IsicF' ell'c M~scriptionn E et V II R iId ", IISIleI) A jI1S IIV]I d td

Proab-i -y VR - ato -)I'

INI ..\AFAN I I A FASY'S---- A F A UMI V1imn A Anx innr lf-oedwate; PU p 27FW 23,r-n.I noc ,I 01

lNIMAHW1P \AFI3IN ---- MP,\A:I ITin~ 13 A\1\ Niir I i.C(Pk,,tic 7Pj14:0 ~ j 1 1i

NI \ I AI P ) i I A V YS--A F\ ('M4 Vi-n N AuvlmIn Fcdlwateir P.11- lf-- .~IlMi'4 ol]i

IJi 71 A I\(j004 ( I Al 1V00(4--M\V'l:( O ST to AI\V Pump N SiippIy ii 7l-3 40 (jnV(1)

HU 4 !I 1V io ( )pen] (I oCnI
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1 Table 3 - Unreliability Data (one table per monitored component)
2 Comnonent Name and ID: ,PSI Punin B - I.SIBP2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Basic Event Basic Common Common Cause
Basic Event Name Basic Event Description Probability Event IFV/URjind Cause Adjustmcnt Blirnih1iiiin(lZV1;

.(URI') IvUiC Adjustment Generic or(U PC VU CFactor (CCF) Plant Specific l I . ~ -~

1SIBPO2---XCYXOR.' HPSI:Puiip B:Fails 'tStartDue -- 6,8IE-04 - . 7.71 E-04'i 1.l3E+00-: 3.0; Generic' _5.OE-O5

ISIBPO2----MPAFS IIPSI Pump B Fails to Start 6.73E-04 7.62E-04 1.13E+00
(Local Fault)

lSIBPO2----MP-FR HPSI Pump B Fails to Run 4.80E-04 5.33E-04 1.1I E+00
ISABI-IP- IIPSI Pump B Fails to Start Due 3.27E-04 3.56E-04 1.09E+00
K125RXAFT to K125 Failure
ISIBP02 ----CBOCM IIPSI Pump B Circuit Breaker 2.20E.04 2.32E-04 1.05E-+00

(PBB-SO4E) Unavailable Due to
Mntc . _

ISIBP02----CBBFT IIPSI Pump B Circuit Breaker 2.04E-04 2.14E-04 1.05E+00
(PBB-S04E) Fails to Close

, (Local Fault) '
1. ,d jrustrc for IEF correction if use(l

Table 4 Cooling Vater Support System FV Calculation Results (nne table p,' tr 1i11eompon)eii1riltire r 0(k)
Calculated FV (per appendix F)

FVa (or FVc) FVie FVsn (orF1'scJ UA (or UR) (result is pit in flax ic Event colunn ; of table I or
table 2 as appropriate)
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TABLE 5. ASME PRA Standard Supporting Requirements Requiring Self-Assessment

Supporting Comments
Requirement

IE-A4 Focus on plant specific initiators and special initiators, especially loss of DC bus, Loss of
AC bus, or Loss of room cooling type initiators

IE-A7 Category I in general. However, precursors to losses of cooling water systems in
particular, e.g., from fouling of intake structures, may indicate potential failure mechanisms
to be taken into account in the system analysis (IE-C6, 7, 8, 9)

IE-A9 Category II for plants that choose fault trees to model support systems. Watch for initiating
event frequencies that are substantially (e-g., more than 3 times) below generic values.

IE-Cl Focus on loss of offsite power (LOOP) frequency as a function of duration

IE-C2 Focus on LOOP and medium and small LOCA frequencies including stuck open PORVs

IE-C6 For plants that choose fault trees for support systems, attention to loss of cooling systems
initiators.

IE-C9 Category II for plants that choose fault trees for support systems. Pay attention to initiating
event frequencies that are substantially (i.e., more than 3 times) below generic values

AS-A3 Focus on credit for alternate sources, e.g., gas turbines, CRD, fire water, SW cross-tie,
recovery of FW

AS-A4 Focus on credit for alternate sources, e.g., gas turbines, CRD, fire water, SW cross-tie,
recovery of FW

AS-A5 Focus on credit for alternate sources, e.g., gas turbines, CRD, fire water, SW cross-tie,
recovery of FW

AS-A9 Category II for MSPI systems and components and for systems such as CRD, fire water,
SW cross-tie, recovery of FW

AS-A10 Category 11 in particular for alternate systems where the operator actions may be
significantly different, e.g., more complex, more time limited.

AS-B3 Focus on credit for injection post-venting (NPSH issues, environmental survivability, etc.)

AS-B6 Focus on (a) time phasing in LOOP/SBO sequences, including battery depletion, and (c)
adequacy of CRD as an adequate injection source.

SC-A4 Focus on modeling of shared systems and cross-ties in multi-unit sites

SC-Bl Focus on proper application of the computer codes for T/H calculations, especially for
LOCA, IORV, SORV, and F&B scenarios.

SC-Cl Category II

SY-A4 Category II for MSPI systems and components

SY-Al 1 Focus on (d) modeling of shared systems

SY-A20 Focus on credit for alternate injection systems, alternate seal cooling
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2 TABLE 5. ASME PRA Standard Supporting Requirements Requiring Self-Assessment

3 Supporting Comments
4 Requirement
5
6 SY-B1 Should include EDG, AFW, HPI, RHR CCFs

7 SY-B5 Focus on dependencies of support systems (especially cooling water systems) to the
8 initiating events
9

10 SY-B9 Focus on credit for injection post-venting (NPSH issues, environmental survivability, etc.)
11
12 SY-B15 Focus on credit for injection post-venting (NPSH issues, environmental survivability, etc.)

13 HR-E1 Focus on credit for cross ties, depressurization, use of alternate sources, venting, core
14 cooling recovery, initiation of F&B
15
16 HR-E2 Focus on credit for cross lies, depressurization, use of alternate sources, venting, core
17 cooling recovery, initiation of F&B
18
19 HR-G1 Category 1I though Category I for the critical HEPs would produce a more sensitive MSPI

20 (i.e., fewer failures to change a color)
21 HR-G2 Focus on credit for cross ties, depressurization, use of alternate sources, venting, core
22 cooling recovery, initiation of F&B

24 HR-G3 Category I
25 See note on HR-G1. Attention to credit for cross ties, depressurization, use of alternate
26 sources, venting, core cooling recovery, initiation of F&B
27
28 HR-G5 Category II
28 See note on HR-G1.

30 HR-H2 Focus on credit for cross ties, depressurization, use of alternate sources, venting, core
31 cooling recovery, initiation of F&B

33 HR-H3 The use of some systems may be treated as a recovery action in a PRA, even though the
34 system may be addressed in the same procedure as a human action modeled in the
35 accident sequence model (e.g., recovery of feedwater may be addressed in the same
36 procedure as feed and bleed). Neglecting the cognitive dependency can significantly
37 decrease the significance of the sequence.
38
39 DA-B1 Focus on service condition (clean vs untreated water) for SW systems

40 DA-Cl Focus on LOOP recovery
41
42 DA-C15 Focus on recovery from LOSP and loss of SW events
43
44 DA-DI For BWRs with isolation condenser, focus on the likelihood of a stuck open SRV

45 QU-B2 Truncation limits should be chosen to be appropriate for F-V calculations. Based on
46 sensitivity cases performed by the Office of Research the task group recommends that
48 truncation limits be 5 to 6 orders of magnitude smaller than the base CDF.
48
49 QU-B3 This is an MSPI implementation concern and should be addressed in the guidance
50 document. Truncation limits should be chosen to be appropriate for F-V calculations.
51
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5. ASME PRA Standard Supporting Requirements Requiring Self-Assessment
_

Sur q Comments

Based on sensitivity cases performed by the Office of Research the task group
recommends that truncation limits be 5 to 6 orders of magnitude smaller than the base
CDF.

(E 7. Understanding the differences between plant models, particularly as they affect the MSPI,
is important for the proposed approach to the identification of outliers recommended by the
task group.

Category II for those who have used fault tree models to address support system initiators.

_L Category II for the issues that directly affect the MSPI
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